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The Historical Collections Division (HCD) of CIA’s Information 

Management Services is responsible for executing the Agency’s 

Historical Review Program. This program seeks to identify and de-

classify collections of documents that detail the Agency’s analysis 

and activities relating to historically signifcant topics and events. 

HCD’s goals include increasing the usability and accessibility of 

historical collections. HCD also develops release events and part-

nerships to highlight each collection and make it available to the 

broadest audience possible. 

The mission of HCD is to: 

n Promote an accurate, objective understanding of the information 

and intelligence that has helped shape major US foreign policy 

decisions. 

n Broaden access to lessons-learned, presenting historical mate-

rial that gives greater understanding to the scope and context of 

past actions. 

n Improve current decision-making and analysis by facilitating 

refection on the impacts and effects arising from past foreign 

policy decisions. 

n Showcase CIA’s contributions to national security and provide 

the American public with valuable insight into the workings of 

its government. 

n Demonstrate the CIA’s commitment to the Open Government Ini-

tiative and its three core values: Transparency, Participation, and 

Collaboration. 

The History Staff in the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence 

fosters understanding of the Agency’s history and its relationship 

to today’s intelligence challenges by communicating instructive 

historical insights to the CIA workforce, other US Government agen-

cies, and the public. CIA historians research topics on all aspects 

of Agency activities and disseminate their knowledge through pub-

lications, courses, briefngs and web-based products. They also 

work with other Intelligence Community historians on publication 

and education projects that highlight interagency approaches to 

intelligence issues. Lastly, the CIA History Staff conducts an am-

bitious program of oral history interviews that are invaluable for 

preserving institutional memories that are not captured in the 

documentary record. 



 

The VC-54C Sacred Cow 

When President Franklin D. Roosevelt few to the Casablanca Conference in 1943 on board a 
commercial Boeing 314 Clipper Ship, he became the frst U.S. president to fy while in offce. Concerned 
about relying upon commercial airlines to transport the president, the USAAF leaders ordered the 
conversion of a military aircraft to accommodate the special needs of the Commander in Chief. 

After encountering diffculties with converting a C-87A transport, the USAAF arranged with Douglas 
Aircraft to construct a new transport aircraft specifcally for presidential use. Nicknamed the Sacred 
Cow, this VC-54C became the frst military aircraft to transport a U.S. president when President 
Roosevelt took it to the USSR for the Yalta Conference in February 1945. 

On 26 July 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947 while on board the 
Sacred Cow. This act established the Air Force as an independent service, making the Sacred Cow the 
“birthplace” of the USAF. 

Extracted and quoted from: The National Museum of the US Air Force 
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THE FOUNDING OF THE POST-UJUJII 
us INTELLIGENCE commUNITY 

. - "·., 

Its Tortuous Creation Initially Revealed in Eight Hundred Newly Declassifed 
Documents Released by CIA's Information Management Services/Historical Collections 
Division at a special Release Event at Culver Academies, Culver, Indiana, 14 May 2009 

Elizabeth Bancroft 

As World War II was coming to a close, General Wil-
liam Donovan, head of the Ofce of Strategic Services – the 
wartime intelligence agency run by the War Department 
– put forth a plan to continue intelligence activities as an 
independent agency reporting directly to the President. Te 
need was recognized, but his proposal as presented, met a 
cautious, chilly reception. Other senior US ofcials began 
debating the closing, restructuring, and creation of new 
agencies or internal intelligence-gathering divisions within 
existing arms of the government (ofen their own agencies 
or military branches), to form a new, centralized, post-war 
US Intelligence Agency. 

Tese plans faced a major obstacle: a skeptical Harry 
Truman, as an unenthusiastic new President distrustful of 
post-war secret intelligence activities becoming a perma-
nent government function. As his frst decision, Truman had 
little hesitation in marshaling support for shuttering OSS at 
war’s end. But in its absence, the State Department, the Navy, 
and the War Department recognized that a secret informa-
tion vacuum loomed, triggering calls and discussions for the 
creation of something to replace a wartime intelligence ser-
vice…something diferent from OSS…to take over in 1946.

 Showing the need for a new, centralized capability, and 
arriving at its creation, was not easy. It required skillful di-
plomacy, awareness of openly or secretly coveted activities 
or interests by existing military, FBI, State, and other enti-
ties, and the desire to shape any new agency so it would work 
seamlessly with, and support, existing military capabilities 

and enterprises. Tese previously released documents alert 
researchers to some of the plans and suggestions that were 
colored by political expediency, conficting goals, personal 
antipathy to all forms of intelligence, and turf battles among 
existing Intelligence Community players…all of it overlaid 
by the widespread recognition that an expanded, permanent, 
centralized intelligence group was urgently needed to face 
the post-War world. 

Tis rich mix of declassifed historic material weaves a 
fascinating story of the twists and turns in communications 
and events that culminated in CIA’s creation. Tey were thus 
the perfect tools for a public symposium jointly sponsored by 
CIA’s Historical Collections Division and the Culver Acad-
emies’ Global Studies Institute on 14 May 2009. Tis release 
event hosted more than 300 students, faculty, and guests at 
the Academies’ Indiana campus. Te symposium, titled Cre-
ating Global Intelligence: Te Creation of the US Intelligence 
Community and Lessons for the 21st Century, spotlighted the 
public release of more than 800 declassifed documents from 
the late 1940s to the early 1950s. Te documents are a mon-
tage of notes, letters, memoranda, radio bulletins, briefngs, 
minutes, routing slips, drafs, reports, speech transcripts, di-
rectives and executive orders. Tey display the considerable 
political and legal fnesse required to assess the plans, sug-
gestions, maneuvers, and actions that ultimately led to the 
establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency and other 
national security entities possessing special safeguards to 
protect civil liberties. 
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It was the intent of Congress in establishing CIA to 
establish an independent agency which would be the 
focal point of all foreign intelligence information, to 
correlate and evaluate all such information and to 
disseminate the product to the necessary Govern-
ment ofcials. Te Congress felt it had conferred the 
statutory authority necessary for CIA to perform 
these functions, even though it lef broad direction 
largely to the NSC and the President. We believe 
there is ample authority latent in the law, and that 
adequate directives will permit CIA to fulfll the role 
which, even now, the Congress believes the Agency is 
playing as an essential element in the national de-
fense and security. 

Lawrence R. Houston/2/ 
Walter L. Pforzheimer 
Memorandum From the General Counsel (Houston) and the Leg-

islative Liaison Ofcer of the Central Intelligence Agency (Pforzheim-
er) to the Executive of the Central Intelligence Agency (Shannon) 
Washington, 27 September 1949. 

Tis symposium was particularly important because it 
provided two beginnings. For scholars, the public, and the 
students, the event presented the frst ‘beginning’– the many 
steps that led to the founding of CIA, highlighted through 
declassifed documents, one convoluted step afer another. 
Te second ‘beginning’ fell to the young symposium partici-
pants, for whom this was the frst time they had heard ofcial 
government and academic experts discuss the creation of the 
modern intelligence establishment, and the frst time they had 
seen or worked with newly declassifed national security and 
intelligence documents. It also provided exposure to some of 
the existing, and occasionally bewildering, intelligence war 
year acronyms and entities: FBIS, CIG, ICAPS, IAC, CIA, 
SSU, OSO, OSS, NIA, DCID, NSCID, IAB.1 Symposium par-
ticipants were able to glimpse the give-and-take required by 
military branches, government agencies, Congress, and the 
White House, to establish duties, responsibilities, personnel, 
leadership, reporting, funding, and physical locations for an 
entirely new agency…today’s independent CIA. 

Christine Burke, a Culver Academies Global Scholar, 
opened the event by saying that reading the declassifed 
documents was “like watching history come to life.” She 
commended CIA for making the documents available to 
the Culver students, noting that reading frst-hand accounts 
of historical events is “a lot more intriguing than just read-
ing out of a textbook.” CIA Chief Historian David Robarge 
kicked of the event by describing how the United States’ in-
telligence requirements afer World War II interacted with 
political, legal, and institutional forces leading to the over-
haul of the US national security apparatus. Tese activities 
ushered the passage of the National Security Act of 1947, 
which created a National Security Council, a Secretary of 
Defense, a statutory Joint Chiefs of Staf, the Department of 
the Air Force, and a Central Intelligence Agency. 

Other speakers included NSA Chief Historian Dr. David 
Hatch, who provided a presentation on how inter-service 
rivalries in the feld of communications intelligence cre-
ated the underpinnings for the creation of the National 
Security Agency. Dr. David Barrett, Professor of Political 
Science, Villanova University, described how the relation-
ship between Congress and the Intelligence Community 
has evolved since 1947; and Eugene Poteat, President of the 
Association of Former Intelligence Ofcers, gave a personal 
perspective of the role of intelligence in informing senior 
US policymakers. 

Dr. John Buggeln, Director of the Global Studies Institute 
and host for the symposium, closed the event noting that 
the program contributed to the school’s goal of providing 
students a forum for learning about signifcant events that 
shaped the country, and our relations worldwide. 

Each symposium attendee received a CD-ROM containing 
the released documents—providing detailed insight into the 
complex issues senior US Government ofcials grappled with 
in establishing the Intelligence Community. 

1 FBIS – Foreign Broadcast Intelligence Service; CIG – Central Intelligence Group; ICAPS - Interagency Coordinating and Planning Staf ; IAC – 
Intelligence Advisory Committee; CIA – Central Intelligence Agency; SSU – Strategic Services Unit, War Department; OSO – Ofce of Special Opera-
tions; OSS – Ofce of Strategic Services; NIA – National Intelligence Authority; DCID – Director of Central Intelligence Directive; NSCID – National 
Security Council Intelligence Directive; and IAB – Intelligence Advisory Board. 



  

 
 

L-R: David Robarge, CIA Historian; David Hatch, NSA Historian; Eugene Poteat, President, AFIO; David 
Barrett, Prof. of Pol. Sci., Villanova Univ.; John Buggeln, Director, Global Studies Institute. 

History balances the frustration of “how far we have to go” with the satisfaction of “how far 
we have come.” It teaches us tolerance for the human shortcomings and imperfections which are 
not uniquely of our generation, but of all time. 

—Lewis F. Powell, Jr. US Supreme Court Justice 
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President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower at the 

cornerstone laying 

ceremony and installation 

of a copper-covered steel 

time capsule at the new 

CIA Headquarters Building, 

Langley, Virginia, 

3 November 1959. 

Contents of the Cornerstone box include:

n   Memorandum for President Franklin D. Roosevelt from 
Major General William J. Donovan, Director of the Office 
of Strategic Services, dated 18 November 1944, regarding 
the establishment of a permanent centralized intelligence 
service and Memorandum from President Roosevelt to 
General Donovan, dated 5 April 1944, directing that General 
Donovan discuss his plan with the appropriate officials of the 
Government.

n   President Harry S. Truman’s Executive Letter of 22 January 
1946, establishing the National Intelligence Authority and the 
Central Intelligence Group.

n   Statement of General (then Lieutenant General) Hoyt S. 
Vandenberg, Director of Central Intelligence, before the Senate 
Committee on Armed Services, on 29 April 1947, in support of 
the sections of the proposed National Security Act of 1947 to 
establish the Central Intelligence Agency.

n A Text and Explanation of Statutes and Executive Orders 
relating specifcally to the Central Intelligence Agency, including 
Enabling and Appropriations Acts for the construction of the 
new CIA Building. 

n Reproduction of the CIA seal and its offcial description. 

n “William J. Donovan and the National Security.” A speech by 
Allen W. Dulles, Director of Central Intelligence, to the Erie 
County Bar Association, Buffalo, New York, 4 May 1959. 

n An aerial photograph of the area of the CIA Building site. 

n Drawings of the CIA Building as it will appear when completed. 

n The Program, a recording, and photographs of the Cornerstone 
Ceremony. 

n Microflm copies of daily and weekly newspapers of 
3 November 1959. 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE: 
ORIGIN ANO EVOLUTION-HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Editor Michael Warner 
CIA History Staff 

. - "-•., 

Historical PersPective 

“...what have appeared to be the most striking successes have 
ofen, if they are not rightly used, brought the most overwhelm-
ing disasters in their train, and conversely the most terrible ca-
lamities have, if bravely endured, actually turned out to beneft 
the suferers.” 

–Polybius, The Rise of the Roman Empire, Book III, 7 

The explosions at Pearl Harbor still echoed in Washing-
ton when President Harry Truman and Congressional lead-
ers passed the National Security Act of 1947. A joint Congres-
sional investigation just a year earlier had concluded that the 
Pearl Harbor disaster illustrated America’s need for a unifed 
command structure and a better intelligence system.1 Indeed, 
the President and many of his aides rightly believed that the 
surprise attack could have been blunted if the various com-
manders and departments had coordinated their actions and 
shared their intelligence. With that thought in mind, the cre-
ators of the National Security Act attempted to implement 
the principles of unity of command and unity of intelligence, 
fashioning a National Security Council, a Secretary of De-
fense, a statutory Joint Chiefs of Staf and a Central Intelli-
gence Agency. 

In almost the next breath, however, the National Security 
Act made important concessions to the traditional Ameri-
can distrust of large military establishments and centralized 
power. Te Act (among other qualifcations) ensured that 
the Joint Chiefs would not become a Prussian-style “Gen-
eral Staf,” created an independent air force, and insisted 

that the new Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) would have 
no law enforcement powers. Te Act also decreed that the 
intelligence divisions in the armed services and the civilian 
departments (what came to be called the “Intelligence Com-
munity”) would remain independent of the CIA. 

Since 1947, Directors of Central Intelligence (DCIs) have 
served within the bounds of this ambiguous mandate. Tey 
have had the responsibility of coordinating national intel-
ligence collection and production without a full measure 
of the authority they needed to do so. Many Presidents and 
Congresses—not to mention DCIs—have expressed their 
frustration with this ambiguity and have assumed that the 
solution to the dilemmas it created lay in concentrating more 
power in the ofce of the Director of Central Intelligence. 
Tis centralizing impulse has prompted various reforms to 
increase the Director’s ability to lead the Intelligence Com-
munity. For years these attempts were made by the National 
Security Council (NSC) through a series of NSC Intelligence 
Directives. In the wake of “the time of troubles” for the Intel-
ligence Community in the mid-1970s—marked by investiga-
tions into questions about excesses and accountability—three 
Presidents issued successive executive orders aimed at one 
goal: rationalizing American intelligence and increasing the 
DCI’s power. Since the end of the Cold War, Congress itself 
has taken up the task, repeatedly amending the intelligence 
sections of the National Security Act. 

Te various regulations and amendments, however, have not 
fundamentally altered the “federalist” intelligence structure 

Central Intelligence: Origin and Evolution 5 
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created in 1947. Strong centrifugal forces remain, particularly 
in the Department of Defense and its Congressional allies. In-
deed, the case for centralization seems to be countered by his-
torical illustrations of the perils of excessive concentration. In 
actual practice, the successful end to the Cold War and the lack 
of any national intelligence disasters since then seem to mili-
tate in favor of keeping the existing structure until some crisis 
proves it to be in dire need of repair. 

reform after World War ii 

Te Agency began its statutory existence in September 
1947—its creation ratifying, in a sense, a series of decisions 
taken soon afer the end of the Second World War.2 Tat 
confict ended in the summer of 1945 with Washington deci-
sionmakers in broad agreement that the United States need-
ed to reform the intelligence establishment that had grown 
so rapidly and haphazardly during the national emergency. 
Nevertheless, when President Truman dissolved the wartime 
Ofce of Strategic Services (OSS) in September 1945, he had 
no clear plan for constructing the peacetime intelligence 
structure that he and his advisers believed they needed in an 
atomic age. President Truman wanted the reforms to be part 
and parcel of the “unifcation” of the armed services, but the 
overhaul of the military that the President wanted would take 
time to push through Congress.3 In the interim, he created 
a Central Intelligence Group (CIG) to screen his incoming 
cables and supervise activities lef over from the former OSS. 

In early 1946, the White House authorized CIG to evaluate 
intelligence from all parts of the government, and to absorb 
the remnants of OSS’s espionage and counterintelligence op-
erations.4 Initially these disparate components of the new CIG 
shared little in common except an interest in foreign secrets 
and a sense that both strategic warning and clandestine ac-
tivities abroad required “central” coordination. Indeed, these 
two missions came together in CIG almost by accident. Under 

the frst two Directors of Central Intelligence, however, CIG 
and the Truman administration came to realize how strategic 
warning and clandestine activities complemented one another. 

Meanwhile, the military “unifcation” issue overshadowed 
intelligence reform in Congressional and White House de-
liberations. In mid-1946 President Truman called again on 
Congress to unify the armed services. Tat April, the Senate’s 
Military Afairs committee had approved a unifcation bill 
that provided for a central intelligence agency, but the draf 
legislation had snagged in the hostile Naval Afairs commit-
tee.5 Perhaps with that bill in mind, Secretary of War Robert 
Patterson and Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal in May 
agreed among themselves that a defense reorganization bill 
should also provide for a central intelligence agency. President 
Truman the following month sent Congress the result of the 
Secretaries’ accord (with modifcations of his own), repeating 
his call for lawmakers to send him a unifcation bill to sign.6 

Te administration’s judgment that a central intelligence 
agency was needed soon frmed into a consensus that the new 
Central Intelligence Group ought to form the basis of this new 
intelligence agency. Indeed, CIG continued to accrue missions 
and capabilities. Oversight of the CIG was performed by a 
committee called the National Intelligence Authority (NIA), 
comprising the Secretaries of State, War, and Navy, joined by 
the President’s chief military adviser, Admiral William Leahy. 
National Intelligence Authority Directive 5, issued on 8 July 
1946, provided the DCI with the basic implementation plan 
for the broad scope of powers envisioned in President Tru-
man’s charter for CIG. Indeed, it was NIAD-5 that created 
the real diference between OSS—an operations ofce with a 
sophisticated analytical capability—and CIG, a truly (albeit 
fedgling) national intelligence service authorized to perform 
strategic analysis and to conduct, coordinate, and control clan-
destine activities abroad. 

NIAD-5 represented perhaps the most expansive charter 
ever granted to a Director of Central Intelligence. It allowed 

13 June: President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs a military 

order establishing the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) 

and naming William J. Donovan as its Director. Donovan 

remained a civilian until 24 March 1943, when he was 

appointed brigadier general. He advanced to the rank of 

major general on 10 November 1944. 
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CIG to “centralize” research and analysis in “felds of national 
security intelligence that are not being presently performed 
or are not being adequately performed.”7 NIAD-5 also direct-
ed the DCI to coordinate all US foreign intelligence activities 
“to ensure that the over-all policies and objectives established 
by this Authority are properly implemented and executed.” 
Te National Intelligence Authority through this directive 
ordered the DCI to conduct “all organized Federal espionage 
and counter-espionage operations outside the United States 
and its possessions for the collection of foreign intelligence 
information required for the national security.” 

In NIAD-5, the National Intelligence Authority determined 
that many foreign intelligence missions could be “more ef-
ciently accomplished centrally” and gave CIG he authority to 
accomplish them. Tis in efect elevated CIG to the status of 
being the primary foreign intelligence arm of the US govern-
ment. Tis mandate did not, however, give CIG the control-
ling role in intelligence analysis that DCI Hoyt Vandenberg 
had sought. Te NIA’s authorization was carefully phrased to 
allay fears that the DCI would take control of departmental 
intelligence ofces; the Cabinet departments were not about to 
subordinate their own limited analytical capabilities to an up-
start organization. In addition, NIAD-5 did not force a consol-
idation of clandestine activities under CIG control. Indeed, the 
Army defended the independence of its Intelligence Division’s 
own collection operations by arguing that NIAD-5 gave CIG 
control only over “organized” foreign intelligence operations. 

NatioNal security act of 1947 

Congress initially paid scant attention to the new Central 
Intelligence Group. Indeed, CIG had been established with 
no appropriations and authority of its own precisely to keep 
it beneath Congressional scrutiny. As CIG gained new au-
thority in 1946 and the White House gained confdence in 
its potential, however, a consensus emerged in Congress that 
postwar military reforms would not be complete without a 
simultaneous modernization of American intelligence capa-
bilities. 

Te budding consensus even survived the death of the 
Truman administration’s cherished unifcation bill in 1946. 
Ironically, prospects for unifcation only brightened when 
the opposition Republicans subsequently swept into control 
of the Congress in that year’s elections, taking over the com-
mittee chairmanships and displacing powerful Democrats 
who had made themselves (in Harry Truman’s words) “the 
principal stumbling blocks to unifcation.”8 With the Presi-

Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles at Cornerstone Box  
ceremony for new CIA building, Langley, Virginia, 3 November 1959. 

dent’s goal of military modernization suddenly in sight, the 
White House frmly told DCI Vandenberg that enabling leg-
islation for CIG would remain a small part of the defense re-
form bill then being re-drafed by the President’s aides, and 
that the intelligence section would be kept as brief as possible 
in order to ensure that none of its details hampered the pros-
pects for unifcation.9 

Tis tactic almost backfred. When President Truman sent 
his new bill forward in February 1947, the brevity of its intel-
ligence provisions had the efect of attracting—not defect-
ing—Congressional scrutiny. Members of Congress eventu-
ally debated almost every word of the intelligence section, 
and made various adjustments. Ultimately, however, Con-
gress passed what was essentially the White House’s draf 
with important sections transferred (and clarifed in the pro-
cess) from Truman’s 22 January 1946 directive establishing 
CIG—thus ratifying the major provisions of that directive. 
Tus the Central Intelligence Agency would be an indepen-
dent agency under the supervision of the National Security 
Council; it would conduct both analysis and clandestine 
activities, but would have no policymaking role and no law 
enforcement powers; its Director would be confrmed by the 
Senate and could be either a civilian or a military ofcer. 

What did Congress believe the new CIA would do? Testi-
mony and debates over the draf bill unmistakably show that 
the lawmakers above all wanted CIA to provide the proposed 
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National Security Council—the new organization that would 
coordinate and guide American foreign and defense poli-
cies—with the best possible information on developments 
abroad. Members of Congress described the information 
they expected CIA to provide as “full, accurate, and skillfully 
analyzed”; “coordinated, adequate” and “sound.” Senior mili-
tary commanders testifying on the bill’s behalf used similar 
adjectives, saying the CIA’s information should be “authen-
ticated and evaluated”; “correct” and based on “complete 
coverage.” When CIA provided such information, it was be-
lieved, the NSC would be able to assess accurately the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of America’s overseas posture and 
adjust policies accordingly.10 

Congress guaranteed CIA’s independence and its access to 
departmental fles in order to give it the best chance to pro-
duce authoritative information for the nation’s policymakers. 
CIA was to stand outside the policymaking departments of 
the government, the better to “correlate and evaluate intel-
ligence relating to the national security.”11 Although other 
departments and agencies would continue to handle intelli-
gence of national importance, the Agency was the only entity 
specifcally charged by the Act with the duty of producing 
it. To assist in the performance of this duty, the DCI had the 
right to “inspect” all foreign intelligence held by other agen-

Not oNly NatioNal But ceNtral 

The National Security Act was amended on 10 August 1949, to put 
the service secretaries under the aegis of the defense secretary. At 
the same time, the National Military Establishment was renamed the 
Department of Defense. 

cies, as well as the right to disseminate it as appropriate. If the 
DCI happened to be a military ofcer, then he was to be out-
side the chain of command of his home service; this would 
help him resist any temptation to shade his reports to please 
his superiors.12 Finally, the Agency was to provide for the US 
Government such “services of common concern” that the 
NSC would determine could more efciently be conducted 
“centrally.” In practice, this meant espionage and other clan-
destine activities, as well as the collection of valuable infor-
mation from open sources and American citizens. 

Having approved the placement of these authorities and 
activities under one head, Congress in 1947 expected that 
CIA would provide the best possible intelligence and would 
coordinate clandestine operations abroad. Congress also 
implicitly assumed that the executive branch would manage 
CIA and the Intelligence Community with these purposes in 
mind.13 Afer fxing this course in the statute books, Congress 
stepped back and lef the White House and CIA to meet these 
expectations. Tis was how Congress resolved the apparent 
contradiction of creating “central intelligence” that was not 
centrally controlled. Te institution of central intelligence 
would henceforth steer between the two poles of centraliza-
tion and departmental autonomy. 

Congress passed the National Security Act on 26 July 1947 
and President Truman immediately signed it into law. Te 
act gave America something new in the annals of intelligence 
history; no other nation had structured its foreign intelligence 
establishment in quite the same way. CIA would be an inde-
pendent, central agency, but not a controlling one; it would 
both rival and complement the eforts of the departmental 
intelligence organizations.14 Tis prescription of coordina-
tion without control guaranteed friction and duplication of 
intelligence eforts as the CIA and the departmental agencies 
pursued common targets, but it also fostered a potentially 
healthy competition of views and abilities. 

Te National Security Council guided the Intelligence 
Community by means of a series of directives dubbed 
NSCIDs (the acronym stands for National Security Council 
Intelligence Directive). Te original NSCIDs were issued in 
the months afer the passage of the National Security Act. 
Foremost was NSCID 1, titled “Duties and Responsibilities,” 
which replaced NIAD-5 and established the basic responsi-
bilities of the DCI and the interagency workings of the Intel-
ligence Community.15 

https://Community.15
https://organizations.14
https://superiors.12
https://accordingly.10
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NSCID 1 did not re-write NIAD-5, but instead started 
afresh in the light of the debate over the National Security Act 
and the experience recently gained by the new CIA. Where 
the earlier document had authorized the DCI to coordinate 
“all Federal foreign intelligence activities” and sketched the 
initial outlines of his powers, NSCID 1 had to work within 
the lines already drawn by Congress and precedent. Te Di-
rector who emerged from NSCID 1 was more circumscribed 
in his role and authority than previously. He was now to 
“make such surveys and inspections” as he needed in giv-
ing the NSC his “recommendations for the coordination of 
intelligence activities.” Nonetheless, the DCI was—in keep-
ing with Congress’ implicit intent in the National Security 
Act—a substantial presence in the intelligence establishment. 
NSCID 1 gave the DCI an advisory committee comprising 
the heads of the departmental intelligence ofces, and told 
him to “produce” intelligence (but to avoid duplicating de-
partmental functions in doing so). Te type of intelligence 
expected of him and his Agency was “national intelligence,” a 
new term for the information that the National Security Act 
called “intelligence relating to the national security.”16 Te 
DCI was also to perform for the beneft of the existing agen-
cies such “services of common concern” as the NSC deemed 
could best be provided centrally. Te NSC lef the particu-
lars of these responsibilities to be specifed in accompanying 
NSCIDs (which eventually numbered 2 through 15 by the 
end of the Truman administration in 1953).17 

Under this regime, DCIs were faced with contradictory 
mandates: they could coordinate intelligence, but they must 
not control it. Since the prohibitions in the statute and the 
NSCIDs were so much clearer than the permissions, every 
DCI naturally tended to steer on the side of looser rather 
than tighter oversight of common Intelligence Community 
issues. Because of this tendency to emphasize coordination 
instead of control, CIA never quite became the integrator of 
US intelligence that its presidential and congressional parents 
had envisioned. Te DCI never became the manager of the 
Intelligence Community, his Agency never won the power 
to “inspect” the departments’ operational plans or to extract 

CIA offce workers, circa 1950. 

community-wide consensus on disputed analytical issues, 
and CIA never had authority over all clandestine operations 
of the US Government. 

revisioNs aNd oversigHt 

Tis federalized intelligence structure did not satisfy the 
White House. Indeed, presidents from Dwight Eisenhower 
through Richard Nixon sought to adjust the NSCIDs to im-
prove the functioning of the Intelligence Community, pri-
marily by pushing successive DCIs to exert more control 
over common community issues and programs. President 
Eisenhower paid particular attention to this issue, approving 
in 1958 the frst major revisions of NSCID 1. Te Septem-
ber 1958 version of the revised directive added a preamble 
stressing the need for efciency across the entire national in-
telligence efort, and began its frst section by declaring “Te 
Director of Central Intelligence shall coordinate the foreign 
intelligence activities of the United States….” 

Te September 1958 version of NSCID 1 also added a sec-
tion on “community responsibilities” that listed the duties of 

1 October: President Harry S. Truman’s Executive 

Order 9621 abolishes the OSS and transfers its 

functions to the State and War Departments. 

https://1953).17
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order establishing the Central Intelligence Group 

22 January: President Truman signs an executive 

to operate under the direction of the National 

Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), Rear 

Intelligence Authority. Truman names the first 

on the following day. 

Admiral Sidney W. Souers, USNR, who was sworn in 

the DCI to foster an efcient Intelligence Community and to 
ensure the quality of the intelligence information available to 
the US Government. It also emphasized to the existing de-
partments and agencies their responsibilities to assist the DCI 
in these tasks. To this end, the new NSCID 1 created the Unit-
ed States Intelligence Board (USIB), a panel chaired by the 
DCI—with the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence ( the 
DDCI) representing CIA—to coordinate a range of coopera-
tive activities through a network of interagency committees. 
USIB soon built a sophisticated set of procedures, prompting 
former CIA Executive Director Lyman Kirkpatrick in 1973 
to declare that “the USIB structure provides the community 
with probably the broadest and most comprehensive coordi-
nating mechanism in the history of any nation’s intelligence 
activities.”18 

In 1971 President Nixon turned to the topic of intelligence 
reform and issued a directive that precipitated the frst major 
revision of NSCID 1 in over a decade. In the spirit of Presi-
dent Eisenhower’s earlier initiatives, Nixon authorized a full-
dress study of Intelligence Community cooperation, with 
an emphasis on cutting its costs and increasing its efective-
ness. A committee headed by James Schlesinger of the Ofce 
of Management and Budget recommended major reforms, 
among them a greater role for the DCI in managing the Intel-
ligence Community. President Nixon directed the adoption 
of many of these recommendations in a 5 November 1971 let-
ter to the cabinet secretaries and senior policymakers who 
oversaw the community’s far-fung components.19 Te NSC 
issued a revised NSCID 1 in February 1972 to disseminate the 
new guidance to the community. 

Te new version retained much of the earlier text, while 
adding that the DCI had “four major responsibilities.” He was 
to plan and review all intelligence activities and spending, 
submitting annually to the White House the community’s 
overall “program/budget”; to produce national intelligence 
for the President and policymakers; to chair all communi-

ty-wide advisory panels, and to establish intelligence re-
quirements and priorities. In addition, the 1972 NSCID 1 
established several objectives to guide the DCI in discharg-
ing these responsibilities. He was to seek the attainment of 
greater efciency, better and more timely intelligence; and, 
perhaps most of all, “authoritative and responsible leadership 
for the community.” Te provision for DCI authority (albeit 
limited) over the Intelligence Community budget was new 
and signifcant; henceforth all subsequent directives gov-
erning the community would place at least one of the DCI’s 
hands on the collective purse strings. 

Te years that followed the issuance of the 1972 version of 
NSCID 1 witnessed dramatic changes in the policy dynamic 
surrounding the Intelligence Community. For several rea-
sons—many of them related to the Vietnam War and the Wa-
tergate scandal, but including Agency misdeeds under earlier 
administrations as well—Congress began to impose itself di-
rectly on CIA and other parts of the Intelligence Community 
in the mid-1970s. Te White House responded to the new 
mood in Congress by acting to protect what it defended as 
the exclusive prerogatives of the executive branch. Republi-
can and Democratic Presidents had long been content to del-
egate the chore of overseeing the community to the National 
Security Council, but President Gerald Ford, concerned that 
Congress would re-write the statutes undergirding the Intel-
ligence Community, intervened with an executive order that 
supplanted the earlier NSCIDs. 

Executive Order 11905 (18 February 1976) retained much 
of the language of the 1972 NSCID 1, but added much else as 
well. Most prominently, it established a lengthy list of restric-
tions on intelligence activities, which ran the gamut from a 
prohibition on the perusal of federal tax returns to a ban on 
“political assassination.” E.O. 11905 also revisited the tradi-
tional ground covered by the now-obsolete NSCID 1 series, 
assigning “duties and responsibilities” to the DCI and the 
various members of the Intelligence Community. 

https://components.19
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President Ford’s executive order did not diverge noticeably, 
however, from the earlier listings of the DCI’s duties. Tese 
were now to be: acting as “executive head of the CIA and 
Intelligence Community staf;” preparing the community’s 
budget, requirements and priorities; serving as “primary 
adviser on foreign intelligence,” and implementing “special 
activities” (i.e., covert action). Indeed, E.O. 11905 encouraged 
the DCI to devote more energy to “the supervision and direc-
tion of the Intelligence Community.” In this spirit, it revived 
an Eisenhower administration idea and urged the DCI to del-
egate “the day-to-day operation” of CIA to his Deputy Direc-
tor for Central Intelligence. 

President Jimmy Carter superseded E.O. 11905 with his 
own Executive Order 12036 barely two years later. Te new 
order retained basically the same (albeit reordered) list of 
duties for the DCI in his dual role as manager of the Intel-
ligence Community and head of CIA. It also revamped the 
old United States Intelligence Board, expanding the list 
of topics on which it was to advise the DCI and renaming 
it the National Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB). Where 
E.O. 12036 difered from preceding directives was in task-
ing the DCI to oversee the Intelligence Community budget. 
President Ford’s executive order had created a three-member 
committee, chaired by the DCI, to prepare the budget and, 
when necessary, to reprogram funding.20 Under the new pro-
visions of E.O. 12036, however, the DCI now had “full and 
exclusive responsibility for approval of the National Foreign 
Intelligence Program budget.” Tese combined powers were 
somewhat less sweeping than under E.O. 11905, but more 
concentrated in now being vested in the DCI alone. He would 
issue guidance to the community for program and budget de-
velopment, evaluate the submissions of the various agencies, 
justify them before Congress, monitor implementation, and 
he could (afer due consultation) reprogram funds. 

President Ronald Reagan in his turn replaced the Carter 
directive with Executive Order 12333 (4 December 1981), 
which remains in efect today. Te new order deleted pro-
visions for the NFIB and other boards, allowing the DCI to 
arrange interagency advisory panels as he needed (DCI Wil-
liam Casey quickly reinstated the NFIB on his own author-
ity). Tis was, however, almost the only enhancement of the 
DCI’s power in an executive order that otherwise stepped 
back slightly from the centralization decreed by President 
Carter. Specifcally, E.O. 12333 diluted DCI authority over 
the National Foreign Intelligence Program budget that E.O. 
12036 had briefy strengthened. Where Carter had explicitly 
made the DCI the manager of the NFIP budgeting process, 

Reagan instead outlined a leading role for the DCI in devel-
oping the budget, reviewing requests for the reprogramming 
of funds and monitoring implementation. Te change was 
not dramatic, but it was signifcant. 

Management of the Intelligence Community by executive 
order during this period did not forestall increased Congres-
sional oversight. In the 1970s both houses of Congress had 
created permanent intelligence oversight committees and 
passed legislation to tighten control of covert action. With the 
renewed polarization of foreign policy debates in the 1980s, 
both Republican and Democratic ofcials and lawmakers 
sought to “protect” intelligence from allegedly unprincipled 
forces that might somehow co-opt and abuse it to the detri-

On 26 July 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act of 
1947 while on board the Sacred Cow, a Douglas C-54 Skymaster (VC-
54C) originally confgured for President Roosevelt. The Act established 
the Department of the Air Force as an independent service, making 
the Sacred Cow the “birthplace” of what is now the USAF. 

ment of the community and the nation’s security. Respond-
ing to these concerns, Congress further toughened the new 
regulatory, oversight, and accountability regime to check the 
powers and potential for abuses at CIA and other agencies. 
Congress ensured permanence for these changes by codify-
ing them as amendments to law, particularly to the National 
Security Act of 1947. 

By the late 1980s, Congress’s increased oversight role (and 
its new appetite for fnished intelligence) prompted then-DD-
CI Robert Gates to comment publicly that CIA “now fnds 
itself in a remarkable position, involuntarily poised nearly 

https://funding.20
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equidistant between the executive and legislative branches.”21 

Not until the 1990s, however, did these changes signifcantly 
afect the “duties and responsibilities” of the DCI and the In-
telligence Community. 

After the bill’s House passage, foor leader Representative James 
W. Wadsworth of New York remarked, “It [the CIA] will be a gather-
ing point for information coming from all over the world through all 
channels concerning the potential strength of other nations and their 
political intentions.” Wadsworth continued, “There is no secret every 
nation in the world is doing the same thing.” 

iNto a NeW era 

For the duration of the Cold War, the White House kept nudg-
ing successive Directors of Central Intelligence to do more to 
lead the Intelligence Community. DCIs more or less tried to 
comply. Te statutory and institutional obstacles to centraliza-
tion, however, proved daunting. Each DCI held budgetary and 
administrative sway only over the Central Intelligence Agency; 
the much larger budgets and stafs of the intelligence agencies 
in the Department of Defense (and their smaller cousins in 
other departments) remained frmly under cabinet-level of-
cials who saw no reason to cede power to a DCI. Faced with 
this reality, DCIs had tended to let their community coordina-
tion duties sufer and to concentrate on the management of the 
CIA. Congress had intended a diferent course, however, and 

in the 1990s the legislative branch began its own campaign to 
encourage greater coordination in the Intelligence Community. 

Te end of the Cold War saw a subtle shif in Congressio-
nal attitudes toward intelligence. With the political need for a 
“peace dividend” acutely felt, Congress and the White House 
oversaw a gradual decline in real defense spending that af-
fected the Intelligence Community as well. Declining defense 
budgets soon meant relatively declining intelligence budgets, 
which in turn put a premium on cost-cutting, consolidation 
and efciency. Similar concerns had surfaced during the de-
bate over the creation of CIA (when demobilization, not the 
incipient Cold War, was still the primary consideration in de-
fense budgeting).22 To many members of Congress in 1992—as 
in 1947—the answer seemed to lie in increased authority for 
the DCI, who in turn could motivate a leaner, more agile Intel-
ligence Community. 

Congress in the 1990s partially supplanted E.O. 12333 
with a series of amendments to the National Security Act. 
Tose amendments were occasionally proscriptive (like the 
prohibitions added in the 1980s), but ofen they mandated 
various acts by the DCI. Te intelligence-related passages of 
the National Security Act—which had hardly been amended 
at all before 1980—grew from 22 pages of text in the 1990 
edition of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intel-
ligence’s Compilation of Intelligence Laws to 48 pages in the 
2000 version.23 

Foremost among these amendments was the Intelligence 
Organization Act of 1992.24 Inspired by the reforms of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staf accomplished in the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols 
Act, the legislation—for the frst time in a statute—specifed 
the roles (as opposed to the duties) of the Director of Central 
Intelligence.25 Te DCI was to serve as head of the Intelligence 
Community, as principal intelligence adviser to the president, 
and as head of the CIA. As principal intelligence adviser he 
was to provide the nation’s senior policymakers, commanders, 
and lawmakers with “national” intelligence that was “timely, 
objective, independent of political considerations, and based 
on all sources.” As head of the Agency he was to collect and 
evaluate intelligence (particularly from human sources), and 
to perform services of common concern and “such other func-
tions and duties” as had been suggested since 1947. As head 
of the Intelligence Community he was to develop the Com-
munity’s budget, to advise the Secretary of Defense in the ap-
pointments of chiefs for the military’s joint intelligence agen-
cies, to set collection requirements and priorities, to eliminate 
unneeded duplication, and to coordinate the community’s re-
lationships with foreign intelligence services. 

https://Intelligence.25
https://version.23
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Te Intelligence Organization Act also codifed the DCI’s 
budgetary powers as described in E.O. 12333, considerably 
strengthening their provisions. Te Act decreed that the 
budgets of the various components of the Intelligence Com-
munity could not be incorporated into the annual National 
Foreign Intelligence Program until approved by the DCI, and 
required all agencies to obtain DCI approval before repro-
gramming any NFIP funds. In addition, the Act gave the Di-
rector something new: a carefully limited authority to shif 
funds and personnel from one NFIP project to another (pro-
vided he obtained approvals from the White House, Con-
gress, and the afected agency’s head). 

Events at mid-decade lent new urgency to the unfnished 
task of modernizing the Intelligence Community. At CIA, 
the arrest of Aldrich Ames and the spy scandal that en-
sued led to bipartisan calls for reform of the Agency. Te 
subsequent Republican takeover of Congress in the 1994 
elections seemed to provide an opportunity for sweeping 
changes in the community as a whole. Finally, the re-order-
ing of national priorities afer the end of the Cold War had 
meant substantial budget cuts for the US military, result-
ing in reduced budgets and lower personnel ceilings for the 
Intelligence Community.26 While military and intelligence 
resources had been reduced in early 1990s, however, Wash-
ington committed American forces to several, major over-
seas deployments in Africa, the Balkans, the Middle East, 
and the Caribbean. 

Te White House responded to the new situation by re-
ordering intelligence priorities. Te burgeoning military 
deployments demanded ever more tactical intelligence sup-
port, and President William Clinton issued a 1995 presiden-
tial order (PDD-35) instructing the Intelligence Community 
to provide it. Explaining his directive at CIA headquarters a 
few months later, he emphasized that the Community’s frst 
priority was to support “the intelligence needs of our mili-
tary during an operation.” Commanders in the feld needed 
“prompt, thorough intelligence to fully inform their deci-
sions and maximize the security of our troops.”27 Since the 
military spent most of the 1990s deployed in one peacekeep-

ing operation afer another (ofen with more than one tak-
ing place at a time), the result of the commitment in PDD-35 
was a diversion of shrinking national, strategic intelligence 
resources to growing, tactical missions. 

Congress took a little longer to respond. In 1995 Con-
gressional and outside critics coalesced in no fewer than six 
separate panels to study the US intelligence efort and recom-
mend reforms.28 Almost all of the reports published by these 
groups endorsed a greater degree of centralization and en-
hanced authority for the Director of Central Intelligence.29 

Te wide variance in the size and scope of the study groups— 
which ranged in stature from academic colloquia to the pres-
identially-appointed “Brown-Aspin” commission—seemed 
to highlight their basic agreement on this issue. Te Brown-
Aspin commission report perhaps expressed the feeling best. 
Afer considering arguments for decentralization, the report 
cited President Truman’s disgust with the bureaucratic rival-
ry that “contributed to the disaster at Pearl Harbor” and con-
cluded that “returning to a more decentralized system would 
be a step in the wrong direction.” Te report declined to sug-
gest alterations in “the fundamental relationship between the 
DCI and the Secretary of Defense,” but nonetheless urged 
a strengthening of “the DCI’s ability to provide centralized 
management of the Intelligence Community.”30 

Congress heeded the conclusions and the recommenda-
tions of these several reports when it drafed the Intelli-
gence Renewal and Reform Act of 1996. Tat Act, among its 
other provisions, required the Secretary of Defense to win 
the concurrence of the DCI in appointing directors for the 
National Security Agency, the new National Imagery and 
Mapping Agency, and the National Reconnaissance Ofce. 
Under the Act, the DCI would also write (for the NSC) an-
nual performance appraisals of these three agencies.31 Te 
Act also gave the DCI several new aides (nominated by the 
President and confrmed by the Senate) to assist in man-
aging the Intelligence Community: a Deputy Director of 
Central Intelligence for Community Management, as well 
as Assistant Directors of Central Intelligence for Collection, 
Analysis and Production, and Administration. It also en-

18 september: The National Security Act of 1947 

establishes the National Security Council and the 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to replace the 

National Intelligence Authority and the Central 

Intelligence Group. 
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hanced the DCI’s role as an adviser to the Pentagon’s tac-
tical and inter-service intelligence programs, strengthened 
his limited ability to “reprogram” money and personnel 
between national intelligence programs and created a sub-
committee of the NSC to establish annual priorities for the 
Intelligence Community. 

Congress did not, however, resist the shif of national 
means to tactical ends. Te shif of intelligence resources 
toward support for military operations worried ofcials and 
observers of the Intelligence Community. Indeed, DCI Rob-
ert Gates complained as early as 1992 that cuts in the defense 
budget were forcing the military to trim tactical intelligence 
programs and pass their work on to the “national” intelli-
gence services.32 PDD-35 seemed to make the situation even 
more acute. More than one appraisal in the year afer its issu-
ance warned that “support to the warfghter” could demand 
a disproportionate share of intelligence eforts; a Congres-
sional study even blamed PDD-35, in part, for this develop-
ment.33 Nevertheless, these worries remained on the margins 
of the debate for several more years. 

coNtradictory imPulses 

Te net efect of the changes made both by the White House 
and by Congress under both Republican and Democratic 
majorities was to urge the DCI to exercise more control over 
the Intelligence Community while limiting his freedom to 
allocate “national” intelligence resources among competing 
priorities. Members of Congress collectively seemed impa-
tient with executive branch implementation of reforms to 
streamline and motivate the community during a long de-
cade of shrinking real defense budgets. At the same time, 
however, no Congress seriously considered forcing the 
various civilian and military agencies into a unitary sys-
tem with a Director of Central Intelligence (or whatever the 
title) transformed into a true intelligence czar. Te execu-
tive branch neither assisted nor resisted this congressional 
impulse to enhance the DCI’s authority and the centraliza-
tion of the Intelligence Community. In efect, however, the 
White House’s aforementioned actions with regard to intel-
ligence were anything but neutral. 

Te contradictory impulses afecting the Intelligence 
Community showed in the way the executive and legislative 
branches together crafed a 1996 law, the National Imagery 
and Mapping Agency (NIMA) Act, which created the De-
partment of Defense agency of that name out of components 
from CIA and Defense. While this marked a diminution of 
the DCI’s direct control over imagery analysis, the NIMA 
Act took pains to preserve DCI authority to prioritize assign-
ments for “national imagery collection assets” and to resolve 
conficts among competing priorities.34 Te net efect was 
ambiguous; the DCI and the CIA lost actual, day-to-day con-
trol over an important component of the Intelligence Com-
munity, but gained a statutory voice in the nation’s employ-
ment of that component. 

In 1998 DCI George Tenet issued a reconstituted series of 
Director of Central Intelligence Directives (DCIDs), led by a 
new DCID-1/1, titled “Te Authorities and Responsibilities of 
the Director of Central Intelligence as Head of the US Intelli-
gence Community.” DCIDs had traditionally not been issued 
as policy statements; they had essentially been implementing 
documents for the policies established in the NSCIDs (and 
later in the executive orders). DCID 1/1 stayed well within 
this tradition, but provided an important reference for the 
entire community by arranging and citing in one document 
the key passages of Executive Order 12333 and the amended 
National Security Act. 

Te preface to DCID 1/1 stated that it was only intended 
to be “illustrative.” Indeed, readers were directed to the cita-
tions “for controlling language.” Tis spare format perhaps 
conveyed a message more powerful than its authors realized. 
Te DCI’s new-found ability to cite so many passages of the 
United States Code to buttress his authority meant that his 
powers had grown substantially since its meager beginnings 
in January 1946. Te fact that a DCI felt the need to cite all 
those passages for the edifcation of Intelligence Community 
colleagues, however, suggests that his authority still had far 
to go. 

Te blurring of the divide between “national” and “tactical” 
intelligence seemed at decade’s end to provide unclear por-
tents for the future of the DCI’s authority. By 2000, the earlier 
warnings were widely seen to have been accurate. A high-level 

20 June: The Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 provides special 

legal and administrative authorities and responsibilities for the 

Agency and the DCI. 
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study commission recently has complained that declining in-
telligence resources, combined with increased demands for 
“warning and crisis management,” have resulted in: 

…an Intelligence Community that is more demand-
driven…. Tat demand is also more driven by mili-
tary consumers and, therefore, what the Intelligence 
Community is doing is narrower and more short-
term than it was two decades ago. 35 

Another commission, reporting its fndings on the Nation-
al Reconnaissance Ofce, found in PDD-35 a lightning rod 
for its criticism: 

Tere appears to be no efective mechanism to alert 
policy-makers to the negative impact on strategic re-
quirements that may result from strict adherence to 
the current Presidential Decision Directive (PDD-35) 
assigning top priority to military force protection. 
Tat Directive has not been reviewed recently to de-

CIA South Building in what 
was called the E Street Com-
plex, circa 1960. Located 
in the city’s Foggy Bottom 
neighborhood at 2430 E 
St. NW, it was the original 
CIA Headquarters, a site it 
took over from its wartime 
predecessor, the Offce of 
Strategic Services. 

termine whether it has been properly applied and 
should remain in efect.36 

tHe elusive visioN of ceNtral 
iNtelligeNce 

Today, intelligence remains the only area of highly 
complex government activity where overall manage-
ment across departmental and agency lines is seri-
ously attempted.37 

Ten years past the end of the Cold War and fve since the 
spate of reform proposals in 1996, this observation by the 
Brown-Aspin commission seems to remain valid. Te Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence is nominally stronger now; new 
laws and amendments have augmented his power to lead 
the Intelligence Community. Nevertheless, the community 
remains a confederated system, in which the DCI has lead-
ership responsibilities greater than his responsibilities. Te 
system seems roughly balanced between the need for central 

1 december: The Directorate of Administration is established. 
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direction and the imperative to preserve departmental intel-
ligence autonomy. If that balance perhaps appears to be less 
than optimal, there nevertheless is no obvious imperative to 
correct it in any fundamental way. Indeed, the 2001 report 
of the blue-ribbon “Commission on National Security/21st 
Century” (the Hart-Rudman commission) recommended 
“no major structural changes” in the management of the 
Intelligence Community and noted that “current eforts to 
strengthen community management while maintaining the 
ongoing relationship between the DCI and the Secretary of 
Defense are bearing fruit.”38 

Te members of Congress who passed the National Securi-
ty Act of 1947 had wanted the new Central Intelligence Agen-
cy to provide policymakers the best possible information and 
to coordinate clandestine operations. Tey assumed that the 
President’s intelligence ofcer—the Director of Central Intel-
ligence—would accomplish these objectives, and lef the ex-
ecutive branch to its own initiative for the next four decades. 
Tis was how Congress resolved the dilemma of having a “na-
tional” intelligence system that was not centrally controlled. 
Succeeding presidents oversaw the Intelligence Community 
through a series of National Security Council Intelligence 
Directives and executive orders, which recognized the gap 
between coordination and control and encouraged DCIs to 
do more to bridge it and to manage America’s intelligence ef-
forts. Afer the Cold War ended, however, Democratic and 
Republican Congresses grew impatient with the executive 
branch and urged that intelligence be done centrally. None-

“Reform [of the intelligence community] 

faces the same obstacles that Harry Truman 

and his aides encountered in 1945. Everyone 

has a notion of how reform should be 

implemented, but everyone also has a 

specifc list of changes they will not tolerate. 

Te mix…produces a veto to almost every 

proposal…” 

theless, no Congress grasped the nettle of sweeping reform, 
either to decentralize the system or to give the DCI command 
authority over military intelligence and the departmental in-
telligence ofces. At the same time, the executive branch’s 
insistence on using declining resources frst and foremost to 
support military operations efectively blunted the Congres-
sional emphasis on centralization by limiting the wherewith-
al that DCIs and agency heads could devote to national and 
strategic objectives. 

Tis ambiguity is likely to endure for the same reasons it 
arose in the frst place: no one can agree on what should re-
place it. Reform faces the same obstacles that Harry Truman 
and his aides encountered in 1945. Everyone has a notion of 
how reform should be implemented, but everyone also has a 
specifc list of changes they will not tolerate. Te mix of pref-
erences and objections produces a veto to almost every pro-
posal, until the one that survives is the one policymakers and 
legislators dislike the least. Ambiguity is also likely to keep 
alive the durable idea—born from the Pearl Harbor disas-
ter—that the axiomatic principles of unity of command and 
unity of intelligence can best be served through an increased 
centralization of US intelligence eforts. 

America’s national security framework forces such ambi-
guities on policymakers and commanders for good reasons 
as well as bad. Te great economic and military strength of 
America and the comparative material wealth of its Intelli-
gence Community has provided a certain latitude for experi-
mentation—and even duplication of efort—in the service 
of higher, political goals. In such a context, a decentralized 
Intelligence Community may be the only kind of system that 
can maintain public and military support for an indepen-
dent, civilian foreign intelligence arm in America’s non-par-
liamentary form of government, where it is possible for the 
two major political parties to split control over the executive 
and legislative branches of government. Decentralization as-
sures the Pentagon of military control over its tactical and 
joint intelligence programs. It also assures members of Con-
gress of both parties that the President’s chief intelligence ad-
viser cannot acquire a dangerous concentration of domestic 
political power or monopolize the foreign policy advice fow-
ing into the White House. Tus we are likely to live with the 
de-centralized intelligence system—and the impulse toward 
centralization—until a crisis re-aligns the political and bu-
reaucratic players or compels them to cooperate in new ways. 

16 The Creation of the Intelligence Community: Founding Documents 
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ffilLESTONES IN THE CREATION OF THE 
us INTELLIGENCE commUNITY 

.. ()·· ··:·_ . 
. . 

1941 

11 July — William Donovan is 
named Coordinator of Information 
(COI), making him responsible for 
coordination of intelligence from the 
Army, Navy, FBI, Department of State, 
and other intelligence-gathering 
entities; jurisdictional battles 
quickly followed. 

october — Donovan establishes the COI’s 
New York headquarters in Room 3603 of 
Rockefeller Center (a former British 
MI6 office), and asks Allen Dulles to 
head it. 

1942 

13 June — President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt signs a military order 
establishing the Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS) and naming William 
J. Donovan as its Director. Donovan 
remained a civilian until 24 March 
1943, when he was appointed brigadier 
general. He advanced to the rank of 
major general on 10 November 1944. 

1944 

18 November — William Donovan submits 
“Memorandum for the President” 
to President Truman, suggesting 
continuation of a comprehensive post-
war intelligence entity “…which will 
procure intelligence both by overt and 
covert methods and will at the same 
time provide intelligence guidance, 
determine national intelligence 
objectives, and correlate the 
intelligence material collected by all 
government agencies.”1 

1945 

3 July — US Army Signal Security 
Agency establishes Cryptographic 
Security Board. 

15 september — US Army Signal Security 
Agency renamed Army Security Agency 
(ASA). 

1 october — President Harry S. Truman’s 
Executive Order 9621 abolishes the OSS 
and transfers its functions to the 
State and War Departments. 



  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

1946 1949 

22 January — President Truman signs 
an executive order establishing the 
Central Intelligence Group (CIG) to 
operate under the direction of the 
National Intelligence Authority (NIA). 
Truman names the first Director of 
Central Intelligence, Rear Admiral 
Sidney W. Souers, USNR, who is sworn in 
on the following day. 

1 august — The Atomic Energy Act 
(McMahon Act) is signed into law, 
making the FBI responsible for 
investigating the backgrounds of 
persons able to access restricted 
nuclear data. 

1947 

26 July — President Truman signs the 
National Security Act of 1947 aboard 
the VC-54C presidential aircraft 
Sacred Cow, the first aircraft used for 
the role of Air Force One. 

18 september — The National Security 
Act of 1947 is implemented upon the 
confirmation of James Forrestal as 
first Secretary of Defense. It merges 
the Department of War and Department 
of Navy into the National Military 
Establishment (NME) and establishes a 
Department of the Air Force separate 
from existing Army Air Forces. It also 
creates the National Security Council 
(NSC) and the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) – the first peacetime 
intelligence agency – to replace the 
National Intelligence Authority (NIA) 
and the Central Intelligence Group 
(CIG). 

1948 

20 october — The Air Force Security 
Group is renamed Air Force Security 
Service. 

The Central Intelligence Agency Act 
(also called “Public Law 110”) is 
passed permitting confidential fiscal 
and administrative procedures. 

20 may — The Armed Forces Security 
Agency (AFSA) is established. 

10 august — The National Security Act 
Amendments of 1949 subordinate the 
three service secretaries to the new 
Secretary of Defense. 

20 august — Further National Security 
Act Amendments of 1949 rename the 
National Military Establishment (NME) 
the Department of Defense, and amend 
the duties of the National Security 
Council (NSC) and further, place the 
NSC in the Executive Office of the 
President. 

1950 

19 July — By directive of President 
Harry S. Truman, the National Security 
Council staff is reorganized to have 
a more representative mix of agencies, 
Congress, and groups. 

1952 

2 January — Creation of the Directorate 
of Intelligence (DI) at CIA. 

1 august — Creation of the Directorate 
of Plans (DP) at CIA. 

4 November — The National Security 
Agency (NSA) is established 
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1953 1961 

2 september - The Operations 
Coordinating Board (OCB) is established 
by EO 10483 as an independent 
agency. It reports to the NSC on the 
development, by appropriate Executive 
branch agencies, of operational plans 
for national security policies. 

1955 

4 august — President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower signs a bill authorizing 
$46 million for construction of a CIA 
Headquarters Building. 

1957 

1 July — The Operations Coordinating 
Board (OCB) is incorporated into the 
National Security Council (NSC) by EO 
10700. 

1959 

3 November — Laying of the cornerstone 
of the CIA Headquarters Building, 
Langley, Virginia. 

1960 

25 august — The National 
Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is 
established based on a recommendation 
by President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
during a special National Security 
Council meeting. NRO is to coordinate 
the USAF and CIA’s reconnaissance 
activities. 

1 January - President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower authorizes creation 
of the National Photographic 
Interpretation Center (NPIC) – a part 
of CIA’s Directorate of Science and 
Technology (DS&T) - combining Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), Army, Navy, 
and Air Force assets to solve imagery 
analysis problems. 

1 february — The Operations 
Coordinating Board (OCB) is abolished 
by EO 10920. 

1 october — The Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA) is born. It was designated 
in 1986 as a Defense Department combat 
support agency, but is made separate 
by Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara, under President John F. 
Kennedy, through Directive 5105.21. 

1963 

5 august — The Directorate of Science 
and Technology at CIA is created. 

1964 

1 december — President Lyndon B. 
Johnson receives the first President’s 
Daily Brief (PDB), supplied by CIA. 

1 From OSS Training in the National Parks and Service Abroad in World War II by John Whiteclay Chambers II, 2008, U.S. National Park Service, 
Washington, D.C., in Chapter 10, is the following: On Donovan’s 18 November 1944 plan for a permanent central intelligence agency, see Richard 
Dunlop, Donovan: America’s Master Spy (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1982), 458-459; Smith, OSS: Te Secret History, 363, both of whom claim Roosevelt 
had requested it. But the much more detailed account in Tomas F. Troy, Donovan and the CIA: A History of the Establishment of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency (Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1981), 218-222, indicates that the impetus came from Donovan rather than the 
President. Donovan’s frst recorded statement of his goal of a permanent OSS is in a question and answer period following a talk to an audience of 
Army ofcers in Washington in May 1943; he later put such a recommendation in a memorandum to General Eisenhower on 17 September 1943. 
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'7 na;t th13 ago ncy, u , the s,ole agenc::r for s cret intel ir 

~e:i:.ca, should be authortze ,d, iJJ tho oreign fle1d t ll'l l- )' ~ to carry Oil) 

ss :-vic es :!Ucb e e plQnag1i., co,l),nte ,r•upionage, . _,d ·~ho 9a spa,clal 

- ' .. . 

·•, 

. ' I . ·, 
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- --- - -- --- -

• ·.i" - • " .• .: ... f ... · ·. - • :~: · r :;. .. · .. ~. .. . •-: · 
' ·:. .'; -·-~ • .. ' .. - · . • ·- - . '·'>' - • 

' .,:, >.}:'.:: '. ::::.~, ,)ift·:,i;::~\<_i, 
- ,"; -y•\ .. ~ ... .. ...... ...,.. r-.. >!. ~ - ,, ti ..... -. •Pt~ l .... , -

-.. ??~,i}l\~?ft;Ai;;{t 
should have an independent bu.dgot • 

....,. ~ ...... , ~ ·'t-.r .. •r-~• .. :- t .... :···--~ 

should b• authol"izecf ":.to b.ave it1 !-' 

• .· " ,-ptr.::~ ~ ·I"'. 

. ·\. , .... -

'l'h.at uucb a service 
r 

granted direct)}' oy Co~eH,. It 
• •'1' ' ,j ... - ... - • " 

ovn 11:,-stem or codlea and •hould be t'Urnii,hed ~acll1.t1e • . by d;p 
: ·,'II..:'~~ ,. • •• 

lrl.ent11 propel' ,lllJd necea111.17 tor th.e por1'ormance ot: i.to . dut1 .oa 
'1"' •• 

O! • .., , .. .. -

-~,. 9. Th-.t sucb. a •ei,rtce abould. :J.nclm• 1n ,it. · 
, ..... : - ' , ' ,.. . . .,., 
_ spee1ali$t:!I "(witbln Govaament d.el,)artmenh, c:1v1U!Ul · 
.. •• • • •• • :. 1,• 

'1' aiid. iu private lite) p:rotes.do .0.al.lJ' tr&ined in the 
. - . ,. ... . .. .. -,,_. . , ;,.. -

1ntom.at10 ,q aJ:td pouiesalllg a high deg;ree o~ l1ngu:U :..t1 . 
t at" :tmctiooal cqmpohD41• to an.al~ze, coo,rdinate a.od. e 

, incoming :Lnrol'JD.ci.tioD, to make apec1 .Bl. 1nte111gence re 
, .. ~i:. .: - - . 

to pl'Ovide guidUlce foz, the colle ·ct1:cg branchtts of' t · _ . 
. - . 

10. Tb.at 1.D time ot w.u- or Wll.1m1ted ua"tioD&l : 
...- . ~ .... 

al.l .~de:pa.rtmeuts of .such ag,tncy in areaa · of: actual and.#o . 
.. t- • -.- ,,~ •.+ ::, 

mlital'1' opi,r t ions ahall. be coord1nttea ritb mil1ta.ry pl 
4. • .,,f ~ 

ud ~;hal.1 be su,bj•o.t to the appl"Oval ct tha' 0Joint C-b1et·a \; . : ,:,,~ .. 

,,r~ or il tb; re be • con,olidation ot the ar .med a0 ordcoa., ;~~ 
-. :·( '- . ,T..;,; .. -.-

• :' ;:'\lpr •n:i.e, o ommandn-. : \ :.~ :•.~ •• ., 
P .. ,:_ • - • I + 

i ~.... . . 
--:. \. I .,: 

-:..._ \_I .. :- -. 

• i ~ ... -• .~"' 
... , , ... . . . -. 

/s/ WILL.IA.~ 00:fO,VAN ... 
,. ~ ~· ..... .. ., 

", 'c! ~:. ,, 



  

·~ ~ S1'i.SVS ,'Im> !ON0nO»s O!'' 'l1li C:?l'l!O:! 
lfflllllftl,lllUIEll . l'O..! ~,::sa:::.m,r nANm~'T 

IIEIIEIIIIL■TWNiBllllftlt--------------------

llEIIYUTi 101 
;·1Ji2P~s ~oe:u ·tlve CT-!·111' Ro. 82"8,' ~llted. septo .1tb•:r e,. 1~311, pro

vi4,u, Ui. gsrt, a:1 :tollO'i!:1; . . 
~ lle~o shell be , .. 1t1:11:11 the !l:lecutbe Ofti ,o,e of the Pre~ ,1aera 

~ • ro ll. 0~11:it principal 1l .V1$1oD8, nam~l.J'= (1) Tbo ·,·iht~ · Mou.so· Office, 
U .l th'!! lil~Hll or t.!;:.e :!u~et , •( 3 I t:b11 ~a;t1GG.&l .Rei,:o1'He :i>l.A!Ul.Ulg 

Boar ·di• I ) Uo L,1&1a0ll., O!fica l"or !?!!lnallllol enogedlent. ,1 !il tho Office 
or Gr,verl!:PlntRe:iorts, and! (0) 1:a the on, .nt ot e net1oa8-l om.oi:se11c071 

O:' tb:111 ,t 01" II D.0Uo11d , l.lme:t'!~ILCJ, :1111110!1 o'f"ti (UI ro ,r ei:.Uir,g UCJ' !!!ll!IO~e

cint H , ·th• Pr•Ud1ui.t :th&U d.11to:rmi.Dt"; 

Jllro ·:~ . tbe ottioo to? l:ll• •r,8'11i0c)' l!e11e,ge:m.in1t lol'H t'or111&lly 
en11'ol1S!lad by Acb1nilltHt ,1fl , OI'OIIJ' o:t )!ey ~, 1940, i!tl.rl lt h d~em.ed 
110.Tl:l!!1b1e to odifl" the a1d ord·■,r t!l.d rurtltH' dot:1'1• tho diutiea 0.111'.!: 
!'\ll:ii: t!o1:111 ot tl!:• ai, .;!,'d ,ott loo; 

~:i: ► ~ll3. 'by virtue ot t.he tiutl:Lority 'llldtt..d in n by ttJis 
c0.11.sU t .\&tion and tile Stot t11.t.•s,, 111:c,'J in J'Ul"!i ,u11C100 o:t P,l!.rt l ot tile 
e.t0l'l9H1d :!:Ho Uetlv• 01"40r •,ot septei=boz:- e. l~39. i .t 1fl he rel!y o~deni~ 
i;:s r,oUows.: 

l. Tb.• Qrtice tor ~:r,15q .of ?:!iwag~.u1t islulll uve the tollow1~ 
duties an4 ti.uioHoa.a! -

(11) ':J!'o tidvbii. ii.!!d a&a1n t.~e l:'r •11<11:lG.•nt 111 tb• 41.ICllllr&O 
ot ,m x.lra,oi:d wry rHpo~!!-1bU:I. tioa iclipoa.4 U,S>Ol:I hlm b)" !!1!11 
e.::ivguc:y ui181Da out ,ot war ,, the tb :r. ,&t or wll', ~;1.:cLe1:1co 
,or ,..ar. tloOd, •arroua,ht, or other coo4111;1on thl"4111tg:l.ng t lile 
:public 90,110• or Htet:,. 

(bl To ;S.erte H o dlv :h1 .QII ot · t;Ju,. EX.ootlt1Ya, Ottio~ of 
tile Frod4en.t, w:1.tll such .sub4lYi11lo11s u1 Al:Y 'b4I i-011uir,e4, 
t.b,,.oug'.11 wbioli th• Pr•Ullant. d®Jt4!; @'1 ~•raan.cy", may 
C001!'41new end :llil}l9 •1'TiM a11d, 1tl a:_p:pt!opru.t• OQSHt diNOt. 
tl!e , eotlvlt .le111 ot og•n ·o:1,u. p111>J:.1c O?' l)riTato, u . ::8\lat.:1.o:a 
tliereto. 

(c} ll'o aeiirv♦ .•• Ill C!1UDOl Of OOJ1111111Ah•t1on. 1)o ,t;1/jt, , ?I 

:,uob 9!!;.11111,(1:1,ee a.Dd ~. Prodd.ut 00.DGlll'.Olag 11111~~11<!;)" ll(Il'.1~1• 

tles. to li:oo:p tl:lti PrU1cleD;t 0111Hlltl7 lld'l':l.lllfd or tl:101.l' pro
sr!!IU, t.o fl ,IUI• - ble ad analJ°H 1lCl!om.ettcn OOIUIHD.µi.a , ll!ldi 
tiollalL , .-tllllrOS. th t .abouJ.d l)e tekOQ; 1111d to HS~l 111. th111 
,ropenttO!I ot reco=en4at1o.aa t~r :any neoosurr le :l.slatio.11. 

(4) ~ p ov:!.~ a!!14, 1Hlut11ili. Udtoa. d\U'ill~ eny -,ucb. e.11uw
geDcY wt~b otllor d 1Tl$lO?UI or tb.o '!li:ecutlft Ott1011 ot tllOi 
frH14-o ,Dt H~ \'lt;t:b otluw ogff.c1H, p1tti:U.o o:r 11'1"1Tate, tor t11.a 
P\U'.'POH ot br-q~ . •~o. t au!mWlt Uctil1z.ttlo.1H1 and ooord lD•tion 
M'. ti:,.elr Hrf ,lo e III a,i,il t"l!,c,UiUo ,11. 
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ft• coun u or Mula.a11J. :O.tn1e. ·the AdvillW?'1 
':Jommhdo.ci ~o t?'A Cai.::,~ 1l ot N:.t.1on1.l. .Ce-ten a an.4 
111. eullora 11::i. a 'bo4.lo~ G4 11.&onta ot t:!Je ·Oou.:i,oil &04 
~iae ion .• 

l b) re-ten.oo COllllDWl.10a:t10.lla BMr4. 

lo} 0crt1c<1 c h odu o.tlo11 eian111s, !!I.ell" ( t o ~a ouat~d. 
:l.llilllt,d1&~ely hareetter l), 

;j. h~'\'1*1 :1 i::ie.1' be 
cr.e0,t". tor liabOA ,,- o, l ldu 
o:t t 1=.o a.onices rf'q_Uirad. l.o 
,o! t~ 11.s;e11c1e11 110or1H~,n .e:d 
:f'O~ 3i!'H'6!!<1i!O,f l:il.C.ll,8~•12 t, 

61,1 1n till Ottio ·a 'tlor J::m,or ~t=!D,CC)' ~ 1,i:~11 ,e 
«nd tor tl:1;11 lli•1t11:oc.<J1n-c ii, ot r ·cui ino , 
t~ ccmtlu;:t of t i. worlt ell: 110ttv1t.1u 
t o h or u &bl.hhe.d. ill th~ 0 ti'l,EI 

4. A-0:, J•\'OTUic • Of t h .. A~t1ili.1thtr 'lli'H Ord,~ 111:!' 1.'U 2-S 
u..o Ht.•b~ the: orn ce tw I'llel'.!g011oy l£&a seme .11t :tngo 11111.t:it .ni:. 
• ~tl:I t hill OTr\ !IU .ll~•by ~uper Hded by ·this tltd r •. 



  

,AI 
1111111 . 
IYDl ClmlllllrtWlfllflllll¥ 
IMll:1111 

J jprll 19116 

ldmJ~ ftliJi I'rl!!: SECOM 

Sla.tll'.C'?i l'blleigu Broadce,st nrt.ellipr,1ce Semo• 

PoUoy ahd. Rttv.ie'I!' 111ee\ing 'llliils hetd . on 3' April l9h6 to dll.ecqs 
'ttu, raporit ot the, ,ad hoc comm!. tt!Ge to ltU:rWJ" torri,p int.:lllifllDOe 
broadcast i;enice,~ - ,._ geM'ral di!euni.Q,n ot the re.port •a cond'licted 
11:Dd the i'oll.owinf'l poi.nt<II b1E'0u.sfit. out by t.h11 aui,fty nA i,111phq(l.zedt 

l 'The product ot Uw FB;tS ia p~ or: infMea.t to 
tM St.Qt., Depart4l!ent, but :ll!I -eJ.eo cit cl.eti.rnte intenst 
to bot.b war Md Navr. 

2. 1'be 'lf&r De,partlli8nt took 0V$1' tho-m:s acti:rl:t:, on an 
interim bub only-~ 

). 'lheN :is stw SOJM FCC e.q,,up!Dlfflt op loan to the Win
Depa ~nt. 

b.. A 1-l'e:e JMJr,c~tap ot' IFBlS :p~c:t i11 obtain8d holll 
tba Jri.Uah (UDl-lmtl) en 8ll Wom.a.1 basis. 

S. lbere :I.ti dllfim. teq a. oood lo:r e1mtral direct.ion d 
·tbu aoti'fit.y. 

As a Nnl t ct the cliac,uunon.ii it 11U atonnined th.~ tu., 
WQl"\:l&UOtr Branch libou.ld obtain &ilfl11:t\ll to tbe · 1bllowing qo.eettons 
betare a defm1te reOOlmlend.ation cOUld. be ma.de as t.o the :tu~ 
oo~l. of t.he FBIS; 

l. U the :m.s act.i:nt," •11 t~t'eri:-ed to another 
depa.Mment,; OI' to the c.1.0.. 1. ltl.e.t. Ca.ci.Utieu~ per.sonnel, 
and eq-uip:1911t 111:1u.ld ha tnnsl.'.'ermd an.di what otber :adl.1-
t.i-ea, equipment, ert;e. woul4 be req-111.J'.'erll b> r'llll it.i 

• Can. ~ :,It-ate, 'Ila.I' fi&V ~pll.l"tments run it and;IJ U oot, 
~ l\:lt'l 

3 .. 'lfuat 'WD1lld be required . for ui.e c.:r.a. to take i t ove'l'? 

.~. That hiliiget,,a.ey atTanpnent and adiidnist.raUve .1.l'ranp
ent:s &I' _ nei:::eua:n to ha g:.-th depart:nent. 1 or the 

c.1.0., take u, overi i 
"' AA P. 
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1 

- . 1111. ~- .· .IUIIIIUfWllll11- BEE= "·---·-11111:Uh 

IDIJIIIID:Jll BIWIIBlI C1l[ll 

Illl'OIMlTmll 

o:Dll9ftmR nm 
aa:, Oil!aP.&C -

of m: .. tomi . tlC ~ ud mE11 .a CRIil ~ ft'(lllilllltl ~lbll1U.■ 

of CWiJdlJ.Hiiil ' ,d,tb: NaPtfi to saf ·~ .,,_ unwl bJ' ~ Cb1DI. • . 
... 

ftd,1 i,.11 1D uooni1Da!1 d\b. 811A ·~ r ~ t.o Wilda hD 

BET 



  

J, - I'"" ll!""f .. , ~ 

";;.. ... Mh~ ~E. -:. .. • -~=co1mt&, --~-
!he . .ld3m,t,mi.t • a. .. 11. or-n.. 

llMM.11.gtm~ zs. b. C .. 

IICllhlllllla IPPlall 111 
llllllt 

.i:IM.O-S 380 0,1 (.z:a re& ,v) lWI lflJllllllll.llTCWIEICElllllftil ll-8'12 ~ 

!O 

llltZRI . 

I !fl• ea-:t,,llq,: G,ii.r-,h ~ 

'71111 ,llJ" ro""'• 
J.1-m:r Grnna .Par•■ 

ic-..ur,,.IJI.-Cbiat, 
r.r.._1: c .... d. 

1h• eo...ftnr; 1G1ua~. 
!!1Ht.n :ftd -0,.zat!Allll:■ 
Oi:ri:b~ w ·-.• · r:v ~ 114 
J.lubn D■pa~ 
lH.UUQ' Jd.1<tr1n ot l'Qhil!.paa, 

lO~llhlMT 

ladapadlD. t Ccmulld■ 1111hr the Yar· Dlrp&rtl!lant· 

Md• (J/1:) 
Poru ot JQu>atlcm 

!lbl•t• or ~-.i •~ .~1atr&t1n S-J.'"doa1 

2 . 1bia UN ,i,ti,,,. :!i:u:ilw!.H lc;i;;e;l llr;ma 1.oti Tl\!.•• · M: tb.e Cmtr&l. ln

t.U1 g-.a,H Gr!:l.lp,. Cd 1:h- 11.-.11 • _,,.,..-,t., 1.0f;ati .QQ., pt;T• p:OOO'IU'etUD.t• 'pl"O,

■otid.t n let tr. -.t,'. optn.t1,aui, . u4 atb.•r s.ot1.'rit:L1s ot pera:amel 
r.adp!ad . ~ a.ttaah•4 to th• C-1zw.1. lntolllpm:111 '2rwp, • ,,_ l -. ·tu IM-:p
_ ,t Ill' ■1&:ppl!.■ ad ~~ t'br !J\1.1:lh wd ,t• Cir p!M"l1itmll •l~ but doe a.at; 1:a.

ol.a.d.11 pnlll!!l:Wl •4 -ti:wi~ ot the FoN<lp .Droaidaa .t lDr:Ol'm;t1CD 'lr&mlh. 

s. Ihm ~tt:1d ~ el•ci~ NCI 111. ••ap ~in,; ~ :iD

l wma \1Dt1< ,dl l 'N ■no1pl:l•red. :ID tho 'l!IH't HIINN ■ywt- naU..bl•• 

111 OIID.'&B: w ms stiem.u:r Cl' Will: 

-sm:mll.L -

... ' • .. ... __ 

j 

I . 

• 
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Il'lmLLiairtca HOW\' 
™;, F _,,, 

c,I..G. ~IBEC-'J.l'IVS_ :ira. 2 

B GP .'J1Bi: . -: C 

·. P~ I• 

nth ·-
0t ·~ 
•· ~ .,. r ~ ' -

~ .r - I I 1 • i, I ~ 

1 •. e.. -~ tbll ·•u :tti-e'.: 9-,i , l COirl!fun~a:~tO:Cil Oon=U ltQl:! 
~• ~ - . • I ~ j1 Ii • ! I~ : • :/ • ,~ i:._~• - • ~ ..._ ~ I 

(FCC) oond·!.lcted. IL ll'oz-ii@:fl ~!'~4u.■ t. ·tn~Ui@; ,enc Ser-vic.lfl . ~ 

(PSIS·) l!bt~l:I onl'tored,plllHi -~ • (;!l'.0J>ag4nda bros.a.ea-t1ta •• , . . • .,• • . r 

' 0t' tonisn P~l'I , ~ • TM J'O.c-, 11:a,t( 1h Pl'O<O-Oail 'Qi" l 1Q.U · 4B tint 
'1 d -

- th1 e, a.gen~y Vl)en 1 ti! t"unotioi:i-~ vlil."11 t&kap ov ~ by , th~ 

_ &r D~pai,1;,Mut on w:i !ntel' ,illl · baa 11 o:n. ,o D~oe11be;r 1.91 5, 
l I l ' 
~. The· produ.e - of ~ P~S - VH vi.l~bl11 'to t ,h S &t11 

napartmept ·, to the ~tel · .1genil:e q;en0 !e11 o · be 'W.e:l' and 

avy i}Bpaz,tmGh. to • the Fe-de:ral. El_Ul'eau ot l\Well!t1ga 1flfl, 

~ - unda~btedly ta 0t'l'I-Ol' depa?'thi.enh !l.nd. GgtM1 9,. 
' t 

£.• SUI.Ce, the bt~~l'11!1J al'N.ng~n:h v 11 oeue 111, b!I 

,ati4 cf the i'1_aca1 Jl'Otll' l~~, U: 1a eul!lnt.1&1 tbat th e 

4}.tirnnt dbpodtiOll ot f.'ornurr .FB1S f"un'G ions be de -e-rm1ne~ 

tLt e:n earl::, date. 

:2 • &y ~lm~0UII appr OYll.l 0f ·the D"!.re Cl to 1" 01' Cenhe.t 11:'i

t lllpnoo ,-:-n~ tho Int:elliso-.nee $.dvho17 B-Ml'tl b ,!!. hoe-

' QOl'llli!littett 1! , h!INl-0, e U.blill ,hed to OOll8 ·n . Clf uve !IEll!lb•·l"•. 

one Z:Ollfll;em onting . tbe Dire~ or ot Cet1t.x-al !nte 111,genee nil 1>n<1 

i;-~t11H!llting ~-11ch · mei::ibeT ot the Intell ·:!..genc.-e •AdVi,&Dll'Y ODard. 

~ 001111111tt.ee '11'111 pr(;mp\::lf i!!l&__lO!l a• d&t. ilell. 11tud7 ot' t'e.0n1-

"ti.fl11 ., rUO!ll'Q ,1u1 end oper.e.uone !en- monitpril:ig J.'oregn preu , 

e.ru1 p_:r01u:i~~ 'wcadeae t,, a.n-,, . vi.ll aetennJ.n . vhetb el' t.hb 

sei!11!:>0 ia <1r co-ntlmt10S va.lue to · il!:111 1na Federal asenc .1'1-·..,._~ ~ 
R70- 4 

DATE: elude reo lillllleC s. t10 a as , td: .,_U_,_ __ 

ClO-. Dlit' 2 



  

, . ·, ..- . ,. I' 

-...~.•~· ·:;., 
.,., ~~ ~. 

·,.., :.,.._11 

...... 
!!:a ·_ .. ·- ~ ,, .... / 

"'. •1. 
' I • 

. 
• I I • 

.! . "l(titob t'flll oi.u:,eee & Nr:c ·1bu11, Sild qpea ~ t.'W1.ct:!.ona 
.. a. • • ~- I ,C - I •• 'I :; I~. N • ._ • 

ebou.ld '•~• ,:eontinl;i.ed in ... th8' na;.t1ons.1 · 1nt~,e:11t. 
• • • ,. I - •• • 

b-, lih&t dh~i t;LOD ·•liou1,a." be ~ or pr,e11erv-ed ~e-
- • - - • I ~ I 

&o~en a.ad t.!l.ci it1ei ·ud, ~•t ilJ!~ipme'nt11 ould be 

ude ot • 1'~UIJ)Olltir1b1lity • .or aQ:~d~t 1ll8 th,~ prft11m'\l'ed 
~ ' ~ ,_ " - .• t 

1 opeJ'e. 1Ag f'~~iqne -~' "' 

£, Wba.t budse 111'-Y .•~DSElmoffl:11 elfo_u.li,l ~II lt!llde , 

intell1genc11, vho ·:v.1.11 thllll 'PJ'epar.'.iJ sut~bl,e Hee e.nd '1on11 . . . - ... 
to 'bo eubcl.1. tte (l to t!'.le Ha.uorui:l InteIUgenc e Au.tbor1 ty orter 

o'btit1n1ng the coneurre:i:u:ie or oOl11111e:nt Qf ;.h lntellige ,nce 

A4V111 or1 · Soard. fhe DJ.i:ec ~or o:f the , !F'eder.!Jl SUNH ot' In-
~ 

vee ,BiatlOIQ. v.tll be 1nvttei1 to si't, u a Dt mbar •of th _ Iri~ll1 ~ 

senee Ad'Vi.llCil'J Bo&l'd. fo-r, COMideMtion of t.hH l'&COlllllWll1d.a.t-ion~ • 

. J:l:r:s.mm IOlU 

. .Bc.t1:onel Ihtoll _1gence .A.utho~t1 . 
ln.toUigen,ce A.dv-1".sory ,B~ . ·· 

' /1.d H~c OQmll!i ttee 11111 ~~& 

, I 
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I 

( ( 

'RIPP 
1'.! e B 

IIUHIIIIRII Ill lPNllill NI ID.1111 
lflllCfl:IIIUITlllllilDHIEIIY 
.TE:11'1 

0 
PI 
•11:r:,:1 aousi 

'lflSHDfM'QII 

.,. dN:r ,Umhlal LMbf; 

2h• fr .nUmt - 4Ut-,eot.e4 IH to a&llllaib'.br f~ hill ~ i"&eta 
m:l . h:t'mw.t!on. r,e,B,lf'Cll!lg the Sori•t Unkm.. Be, hu ilirected. • to 
obtdn tl"Olfll· the Cmtnl ~ ~'!IP utiaat• of the prot1d 
d futlli-• f~oip : ard .tJitc, ·paUcd.• o! tb11 Sonet tlnioi::1._ :I lliii 
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Te Historical Review Program, part of the CIA Information Management 
Services, identifes, collects, and produces historically relevant collections of 
declassifed documents. 

Tese collections, centered on a theme or event, are joined with supporting 
analysis, essays, video, audio, and photographs, and showcased in a booklet plus 
DVD, and made available to historians, scholars, and the public. 

All of our Historical Collections are available on the CIA Library Publication 
page located at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/historical-collection-
publications/ or contact us at HistoricalCollections@UCIA.gov. 

Disclaimer 

All statements of fact, opinion, or analysis expressed in this booklet are those 
of the authors. Tey do not necessarily refect the ofcial positions or views of 
the Central Intelligence Agency or any other US Government entity, past or 
present. Nothing in the contents should be construed as asserting or implying US 
Government endorsement of an article’s factual statements and interpretations. 
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	Figure
	Figure
	The Historical Collections Division (HCD) of CIA’s Information Management Services is responsible for executing the Agency’s Historical Review Program. This program seeks to identify and declassify collections of documents that detail the Agency’s analysis and activities relating to historically significant topics and events. HCD’s goals include increasing the usability and accessibility of historical collections. HCD also develops release events and partnerships to highlight each collection and make it ava
	-
	-

	The mission of HCD is to: 
	n Promote an accurate, objective understanding of the information and intelligence that has helped shape major US foreign policy decisions. 
	n Broaden access to lessons-learned, presenting historical material that gives greater understanding to the scope and context of past actions. 
	-

	n Improve current decision-making and analysis by facilitating reflection on the impacts and effects arising from past foreign policy decisions. 
	n Showcase CIA’s contributions to national security and provide the American public with valuable insight into the workings of its government. 
	n Demonstrate the CIA’s commitment to the Open Government Initiative and its three core values: Transparency, Participation, and Collaboration. 
	-

	The History Staff in the CIA Center for the Study of Intelligence fosters understanding of the Agency’s history and its relationship to today’s intelligence challenges by communicating instructive historical insights to the CIA workforce, other US Government agencies, and the public. CIA historians research topics on all aspects of Agency activities and disseminate their knowledge through publications, courses, briefings and web-based products. They also work with other Intelligence Community historians on 
	-
	-
	-

	Figure
	The VC-54C Sacred Cow 
	When President Franklin D. Roosevelt flew to the Casablanca Conference in 1943 on board a commercial Boeing 314 Clipper Ship, he became the first U.S. president to fly while in office. Concerned about relying upon commercial airlines to transport the president, the USAAF leaders ordered the conversion of a military aircraft to accommodate the special needs of the Commander in Chief. 
	After encountering difficulties with converting a C-87A transport, the USAAF arranged with Douglas Aircraft to construct a new transport aircraft specifically for presidential use. Nicknamed the Sacred Cow, this VC-54C became the first military aircraft to transport a U.S. president when President Roosevelt took it to the USSR for the Yalta Conference in February 1945. 
	On 26 July 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947 while on board the Sacred Cow. This act established the Air Force as an independent service, making the Sacred Cow the “birthplace” of the USAF. 
	Extracted and quoted from: The National Museum of the US Air Force 
	Artifact
	Figure
	Its Tortuous Creation Initially Revealed in Eight Hundred Newly Declassified Documents Released by CIA's Information Management Services/Historical Collections Division at a special Release Event at Culver Academies, Culver, Indiana, 14 May 2009 
	Elizabeth Bancroft 
	Elizabeth Bancroft 
	-
	– put forth a plan to continue intelligence activities as an independent agency reporting directly to the President. The need was recognized, but his proposal as presented, met a cautious, chilly reception. Other senior US officials began debating the closing, restructuring, and creation of new agencies or internal intelligence-gathering divisions within existing arms of the government (often their own agencies or military branches), to form a new, centralized, post-war US Intelligence Agency. 
	These plans faced a major obstacle: a skeptical Harry Truman, as an unenthusiastic new President distrustful of post-war secret intelligence activities becoming a permanent government function. As his first decision, Truman had little hesitation in marshaling support for shuttering OSS at war’s end. But in its absence, the State Department, the Navy, and the War Department recognized that a secret information vacuum loomed, triggering calls and discussions for the creation of something to replace a wartime 
	-
	-
	-

	 Showing the need for a new, centralized capability, and arriving at its creation, was not easy. It required skillful diplomacy, awareness of openly or secretly coveted activities or interests by existing military, FBI, State, and other entities, and the desire to shape any new agency so it would work seamlessly with, and support, existing military capabilities 
	 Showing the need for a new, centralized capability, and arriving at its creation, was not easy. It required skillful diplomacy, awareness of openly or secretly coveted activities or interests by existing military, FBI, State, and other entities, and the desire to shape any new agency so it would work seamlessly with, and support, existing military capabilities 
	-
	-

	and enterprises. These previously released documents alert researchers to some of the plans and suggestions that were colored by political expediency, conflicting goals, personal antipathy to all forms of intelligence, and turf battles among existing Intelligence Community players…all of it overlaid by the widespread recognition that an expanded, permanent, centralized intelligence group was urgently needed to face the post-War world. 

	This rich mix of declassified historic material weaves a fascinating story of the twists and turns in communications and events that culminated in CIA’s creation. They were thus the perfect tools for a public symposium jointly sponsored by CIA’s Historical Collections Division and the Culver Academies’ Global Studies Institute on 14 May 2009. This release event hosted more than 300 students, faculty, and guests at the Academies’ Indiana campus. The symposium, titled Creating Global Intelligence: The Creatio
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	-
	-
	Lawrence R. Houston/2/ Walter L. Pforzheimer Memorandum From the General Counsel (Houston) and the Leg
	-

	-
	-
	1
	-
	Christine Burke, a Culver Academies Global Scholar, opened the event by saying that reading the declassified documents was “like watching history come to life.” She commended CIA for making the documents available to the Culver students, noting that reading first-hand accounts of historical events is “a lot more intriguing than just reading out of a textbook.” CIA Chief Historian David Robarge kicked off the event by describing how the United States’ intelligence requirements after World War II interacted w
	-
	-
	-

	-
	-
	Dr. John Buggeln, Director of the Global Studies Institute and host for the symposium, closed the event noting that the program contributed to the school’s goal of providing students a forum for learning about significant events that shaped the country, and our relations worldwide. 
	1
	-
	Artifact
	Figure
	L-R: David Robarge, CIA Historian; David Hatch, NSA Historian; Eugene Poteat, President, AFIO; David Barrett, Prof. of Pol. Sci., Villanova Univ.; John Buggeln, Director, Global Studies Institute. 
	History balances the frustration of “how far we have to go” with the satisfaction of “how far we have come.” It teaches us tolerance for the human shortcomings and imperfections which are not uniquely of our generation, but of all time. 
	—Lewis F. Powell, Jr. US Supreme Court Justice 
	Introduction 3 
	Artifact
	Figure
	President Dwight D. Eisenhower at the cornerstone laying ceremony and installation of a copper-covered steel time capsule at the new CIA Headquarters Building, Langley, Virginia, 3 November 1959. 
	President Dwight D. Eisenhower at the cornerstone laying ceremony and installation of a copper-covered steel time capsule at the new CIA Headquarters Building, Langley, Virginia, 3 November 1959. 

	Figure
	Figure
	n A Text and Explanation of Statutes and Executive Orders relating specifically to the Central Intelligence Agency, including Enabling and Appropriations Acts for the construction of the new CIA Building. 
	n Reproduction of the CIA seal and its official description. 
	n “William J. Donovan and the National Security.” A speech by Allen W. Dulles, Director of Central Intelligence, to the Erie County Bar Association, Buffalo, New York, 4 May 1959. 
	n An aerial photograph of the area of the CIA Building site. 
	n Drawings of the CIA Building as it will appear when completed. 
	n The Program, a recording, and photographs of the Cornerstone Ceremony. 
	n Microfilm copies of daily and weekly newspapers of 3 November 1959. 
	4 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Historical PersPective 
	Historical PersPective 
	“...what have appeared to be the most striking successes have often, if they are not rightly used, brought the most overwhelming disasters in their train, and conversely the most terrible calamities have, if bravely endured, actually turned out to benefit the sufferers.” 
	-
	-

	–Polybius, The Rise of the Roman Empire, Book III, 7 
	–Polybius, The Rise of the Roman Empire, Book III, 7 

	The explosions at Pearl Harbor still echoed in Washington when President Harry Truman and Congressional leaders passed the National Security Act of 1947. A joint Congressional investigation just a year earlier had concluded that the Pearl Harbor disaster illustrated America’s need for a unified command structure and a better intelligence system. Indeed, the President and many of his aides rightly believed that the surprise attack could have been blunted if the various commanders and departments had coordina
	-
	-
	-
	1
	-
	-
	-
	-

	In almost the next breath, however, the National Security Act made important concessions to the traditional American distrust of large military establishments and centralized power. The Act (among other qualifications) ensured that the Joint Chiefs would not become a Prussian-style “General Staff,” created an independent air force, and insisted 
	In almost the next breath, however, the National Security Act made important concessions to the traditional American distrust of large military establishments and centralized power. The Act (among other qualifications) ensured that the Joint Chiefs would not become a Prussian-style “General Staff,” created an independent air force, and insisted 
	-
	-

	that the new Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) would have no law enforcement powers. The Act also decreed that the intelligence divisions in the armed services and the civilian departments (what came to be called the “Intelligence Community”) would remain independent of the CIA. 
	-


	-
	-
	-
	-
	The various regulations and amendments, however, have not fundamentally altered the “federalist” intelligence structure 
	The various regulations and amendments, however, have not fundamentally altered the “federalist” intelligence structure 
	created in 1947. Strong centrifugal forces remain, particularly in the Department of Defense and its Congressional allies. Indeed, the case for centralization seems to be countered by historical illustrations of the perils of excessive concentration. In actual practice, the successful end to the Cold War and the lack of any national intelligence disasters since then seem to militate in favor of keeping the existing structure until some crisis proves it to be in dire need of repair. 
	-
	-
	-
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	reform after World War ii 
	reform after World War ii 
	reform after World War ii 
	2
	-
	-
	3
	In early 1946, the White House authorized CIG to evaluate intelligence from all parts of the government, and to absorb the remnants of OSS’s espionage and counterintelligence operations. Initially these disparate components of the new CIG shared little in common except an interest in foreign secrets and a sense that both strategic warning and clandestine activities abroad required “central” coordination. Indeed, these two missions came together in CIG almost by accident. Under 
	In early 1946, the White House authorized CIG to evaluate intelligence from all parts of the government, and to absorb the remnants of OSS’s espionage and counterintelligence operations. Initially these disparate components of the new CIG shared little in common except an interest in foreign secrets and a sense that both strategic warning and clandestine activities abroad required “central” coordination. Indeed, these two missions came together in CIG almost by accident. Under 
	-
	4
	-

	the first two Directors of Central Intelligence, however, CIG and the Truman administration came to realize how strategic warning and clandestine activities complemented one another. 

	Meanwhile, the military “unification” issue overshadowed intelligence reform in Congressional and White House deliberations. In mid-1946 President Truman called again on Congress to unify the armed services. That April, the Senate’s Military Affairs committee had approved a unification bill that provided for a central intelligence agency, but the draft legislation had snagged in the hostile Naval Affairs committee. Perhaps with that bill in mind, Secretary of War Robert Patterson and Secretary of the Navy J
	-
	-
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	-
	-
	NIAD-5 represented perhaps the most expansive charter ever granted to a Director of Central Intelligence. It allowed 
	NIAD-5 represented perhaps the most expansive charter ever granted to a Director of Central Intelligence. It allowed 
	CIG to “centralize” research and analysis in “fields of national security intelligence that are not being presently performed or are not being adequately performed.”NIAD-5 also directed the DCI to coordinate all US foreign intelligence activities “to ensure that the over-all policies and objectives established by this Authority are properly implemented and executed.” The National Intelligence Authority through this directive ordered the DCI to conduct “all organized Federal espionage and counter-espionage o
	7 
	-



	13 June: President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs a military order establishing the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and naming William J. Donovan as its Director. Donovan remained a civilian until 24 March 1943, when he was appointed brigadier general. He advanced to the rank of major general on 10 November 1944. 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	NatioNal security act of 1947 
	NatioNal security act of 1947 
	NatioNal security act of 1947 

	Congress initially paid scant attention to the new Central Intelligence Group. Indeed, CIG had been established with no appropriations and authority of its own precisely to keep it beneath Congressional scrutiny. As CIG gained new authority in 1946 and the White House gained confidence in its potential, however, a consensus emerged in Congress that postwar military reforms would not be complete without a simultaneous modernization of American intelligence capabilities. 
	-
	-

	The budding consensus even survived the death of the Truman administration’s cherished unification bill in 1946. Ironically, prospects for unification only brightened when the opposition Republicans subsequently swept into control of the Congress in that year’s elections, taking over the committee chairmanships and displacing powerful Democrats who had made themselves (in Harry Truman’s words) “the principal stumbling blocks to unification.” With the Presi-
	The budding consensus even survived the death of the Truman administration’s cherished unification bill in 1946. Ironically, prospects for unification only brightened when the opposition Republicans subsequently swept into control of the Congress in that year’s elections, taking over the committee chairmanships and displacing powerful Democrats who had made themselves (in Harry Truman’s words) “the principal stumbling blocks to unification.” With the Presi-
	-
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	dent’s goal of military modernization suddenly in sight, the White House firmly told DCI Vandenberg that enabling legislation for CIG would remain a small part of the defense reform bill then being re-drafted by the President’s aides, and that the intelligence section would be kept as brief as possible in order to ensure that none of its details hampered the prospects for unification.
	-
	-
	-
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	Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles at Cornerstone Box  
	ceremony for new CIA building, Langley, Virginia, 3 November 1959. 
	ceremony for new CIA building, Langley, Virginia, 3 November 1959. 
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	-
	-
	-
	-
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	What did Congress believe the new CIA would do? Testimony and debates over the draft bill unmistakably show that the lawmakers above all wanted CIA to provide the proposed 
	What did Congress believe the new CIA would do? Testimony and debates over the draft bill unmistakably show that the lawmakers above all wanted CIA to provide the proposed 
	-

	National Security Council—the new organization that would coordinate and guide American foreign and defense policies—with the best possible information on developments abroad. Members of Congress described the information they expected CIA to provide as “full, accurate, and skillfully analyzed”; “coordinated, adequate” and “sound.” Senior military commanders testifying on the bill’s behalf used similar adjectives, saying the CIA’s information should be “authenticated and evaluated”; “correct” and based on “
	-
	-
	-
	-
	adjust policies accordingly.
	10 


	Congress guaranteed CIA’s independence and its access to departmental files in order to give it the best chance to produce authoritative information for the nation’s policymakers. CIA was to stand outside the policymaking departments of the government, the better to “correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national security.” Although other departments and agencies would continue to handle intelligence of national importance, the Agency was the only entity specifically charged by the Act with th
	Congress guaranteed CIA’s independence and its access to departmental files in order to give it the best chance to produce authoritative information for the nation’s policymakers. CIA was to stand outside the policymaking departments of the government, the better to “correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national security.” Although other departments and agencies would continue to handle intelligence of national importance, the Agency was the only entity specifically charged by the Act with th
	Congress guaranteed CIA’s independence and its access to departmental files in order to give it the best chance to produce authoritative information for the nation’s policymakers. CIA was to stand outside the policymaking departments of the government, the better to “correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the national security.” Although other departments and agencies would continue to handle intelligence of national importance, the Agency was the only entity specifically charged by the Act with th
	-
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	his superiors.
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	Not oNly NatioNal But ceNtral 
	Not oNly NatioNal But ceNtral 
	The National Security Act was amended on 10 August 1949, to put the service secretaries under the aegis of the defense secretary. At the same time, the National Military Establishment was renamed the Department of Defense. 
	The National Security Act was amended on 10 August 1949, to put the service secretaries under the aegis of the defense secretary. At the same time, the National Military Establishment was renamed the Department of Defense. 



	Having approved the placement of these authorities and activities under one head, Congress in 1947 expected that CIA would provide the best possible intelligence and would coordinate clandestine operations abroad. Congress also implicitly assumed that the executive branch would manage CIA and the Intelligence Community with these purposes in mind. After fixing this course in the statute books, Congress stepped back and left the White House and CIA to meet these expectations. This was how Congress resolved t
	Having approved the placement of these authorities and activities under one head, Congress in 1947 expected that CIA would provide the best possible intelligence and would coordinate clandestine operations abroad. Congress also implicitly assumed that the executive branch would manage CIA and the Intelligence Community with these purposes in mind. After fixing this course in the statute books, Congress stepped back and left the White House and CIA to meet these expectations. This was how Congress resolved t
	13
	-

	Congress passed the National Security Act on 26 July 1947 and President Truman immediately signed it into law. The act gave America something new in the annals of intelligence history; no other nation had structured its foreign intelligence establishment in quite the same way. CIA would be an independent, central agency, but not a controlling one; it would both rival and complement the efforts of the departmental intelligence organizations.This prescription of coordination without control guaranteed frictio
	-
	14 
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	The National Security Council guided the Intelligence Community by means of a series of directives dubbed NSCIDs (the acronym stands for National Security Council Intelligence Directive). The original NSCIDs were issued in the months after the passage of the National Security Act. Foremost was NSCID 1, titled “Duties and Responsibilities,” which replaced NIAD-5 and established the basic responsibilities of the DCI and the interagency workings of the Intelligence Community.
	-
	-
	15 
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	1953).
	17 
	Under this regime, DCIs were faced with contradictory mandates: they could coordinate intelligence, but they must not control it. Since the prohibitions in the statute and the NSCIDs were so much clearer than the permissions, every DCI naturally tended to steer on the side of looser rather than tighter oversight of common Intelligence Community issues. Because of this tendency to emphasize coordination instead of control, CIA never quite became the integrator of US intelligence that its presidential and con
	Under this regime, DCIs were faced with contradictory mandates: they could coordinate intelligence, but they must not control it. Since the prohibitions in the statute and the NSCIDs were so much clearer than the permissions, every DCI naturally tended to steer on the side of looser rather than tighter oversight of common Intelligence Community issues. Because of this tendency to emphasize coordination instead of control, CIA never quite became the integrator of US intelligence that its presidential and con
	community-wide consensus on disputed analytical issues, and CIA never had authority over all clandestine operations of the US Government. 

	Figure
	CIA office workers, circa 1950. 
	CIA office workers, circa 1950. 



	revisioNs aNd oversigHt 
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	The September 1958 version of NSCID 1 also added a section on “community responsibilities” that listed the duties of 
	The September 1958 version of NSCID 1 also added a section on “community responsibilities” that listed the duties of 
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	1 October: President Harry S. Truman’s Executive Order 9621 abolishes the OSS and transfers its functions to the State and War Departments. 
	Artifact
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	 components.
	19
	The new version retained much of the earlier text, while adding that the DCI had “four major responsibilities.” He was to plan and review all intelligence activities and spending, submitting annually to the White House the community’s overall “program/budget”; to produce national intelligence for the President and policymakers; to chair all communi
	The new version retained much of the earlier text, while adding that the DCI had “four major responsibilities.” He was to plan and review all intelligence activities and spending, submitting annually to the White House the community’s overall “program/budget”; to produce national intelligence for the President and policymakers; to chair all communi
	-

	-
	-
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	The years that followed the issuance of the 1972 version of NSCID 1 witnessed dramatic changes in the policy dynamic surrounding the Intelligence Community. For several reasons—many of them related to the Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal, but including Agency misdeeds under earlier administrations as well—Congress began to impose itself directly on CIA and other parts of the Intelligence Community in the mid-1970s. The White House responded to the new mood in Congress by acting to protect what it defen
	-
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	-
	-
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	Executive Order 11905 (18 February 1976) retained much of the language of the 1972 NSCID 1, but added much else as well. Most prominently, it established a lengthy list of restrictions on intelligence activities, which ran the gamut from a prohibition on the perusal of federal tax returns to a ban on “political assassination.” E.O. 11905 also revisited the traditional ground covered by the now-obsolete NSCID 1 series, assigning “duties and responsibilities” to the DCI and the various members of the Intellig
	-
	-

	Figure
	Artifact
	President Ford’s executive order did not diverge noticeably, however, from the earlier listings of the DCI’s duties. These were now to be: acting as “executive head of the CIA and Intelligence Community staff;” preparing the community’s budget, requirements and priorities; serving as “primary adviser on foreign intelligence,” and implementing “special activities” (i.e., covert action). Indeed, E.O. 11905 encouraged the DCI to devote more energy to “the supervision and direction of the Intelligence Community
	-
	-
	-

	President Jimmy Carter superseded E.O. 11905 with his own Executive Order 12036 barely two years later. The new order retained basically the same (albeit reordered) list of duties for the DCI in his dual role as manager of the Intelligence Community and head of CIA. It also revamped the old United States Intelligence Board, expanding the list of topics on which it was to advise the DCI and renaming it the National Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB). Where 
	-

	E.O. 12036 differed from preceding directives was in tasking the DCI to oversee the Intelligence Community budget. President Ford’s executive order had created a three-member committee, chaired by the DCI, to prepare the budget and, Under the new provisions of E.O. 12036, however, the DCI now had “full and exclusive responsibility for approval of the National Foreign Intelligence Program budget.” These combined powers were somewhat less sweeping than under E.O. 11905, but more concentrated in now being vest
	-
	when necessary, to reprogram funding.
	20 
	-
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	President Ronald Reagan in his turn replaced the Carter 
	directive with Executive Order 12333 (4 December 1981), which remains in effect today. The new order deleted provisions for the NFIB and other boards, allowing the DCI to arrange interagency advisory panels as he needed (DCI William Casey quickly reinstated the NFIB on his own authority). This was, however, almost the only enhancement of the DCI’s power in an executive order that otherwise stepped back slightly from the centralization decreed by President Carter. Specifically, E.O. 12333 diluted DCI authori
	directive with Executive Order 12333 (4 December 1981), which remains in effect today. The new order deleted provisions for the NFIB and other boards, allowing the DCI to arrange interagency advisory panels as he needed (DCI William Casey quickly reinstated the NFIB on his own authority). This was, however, almost the only enhancement of the DCI’s power in an executive order that otherwise stepped back slightly from the centralization decreed by President Carter. Specifically, E.O. 12333 diluted DCI authori
	-
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	Reagan instead outlined a leading role for the DCI in developing the budget, reviewing requests for the reprogramming of funds and monitoring implementation. The change was not dramatic, but it was significant. 
	-


	-
	Figure
	On 26 July 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947 while on board the Sacred Cow, a Douglas C-54 Skymaster (VC-54C) originally configured for President Roosevelt. The Act established the Department of the Air Force as an independent service, making the Sacred Cow the “birthplace” of what is now the USAF. 
	On 26 July 1947, President Truman signed the National Security Act of 1947 while on board the Sacred Cow, a Douglas C-54 Skymaster (VC-54C) originally configured for President Roosevelt. The Act established the Department of the Air Force as an independent service, making the Sacred Cow the “birthplace” of what is now the USAF. 


	ment of the community and the nation’s security. Responding to these concerns, Congress further toughened the new regulatory, oversight, and accountability regime to check the powers and potential for abuses at CIA and other agencies. Congress ensured permanence for these changes by codifying them as amendments to law, particularly to the National Security Act of 1947. 
	-
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	By the late 1980s, Congress’s increased oversight role (and its new appetite for finished intelligence) prompted then-DDCI Robert Gates to comment publicly that CIA “now finds itself in a remarkable position, involuntarily poised nearly 
	By the late 1980s, Congress’s increased oversight role (and its new appetite for finished intelligence) prompted then-DDCI Robert Gates to comment publicly that CIA “now finds itself in a remarkable position, involuntarily poised nearly 
	-

	equidistant between the executive and legislative branches.”Not until the 1990s, however, did these changes significantly affect the “duties and responsibilities” of the DCI and the Intelligence Community. 
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	Figure
	After the bill’s House passage, floor leader Representative James 
	After the bill’s House passage, floor leader Representative James 
	W. Wadsworth of New York remarked, “It [the CIA] will be a gather-ing point for information coming from all over the world through all channels concerning the potential strength of other nations and their political intentions.” Wadsworth continued, “There is no secret every nation in the world is doing the same thing.” 
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	in the 1990s the legislative branch began its own campaign to encourage greater coordination in the Intelligence Community. 
	-
	-
	-
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	fense budgeting).
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	-
	Congress in the 1990s partially supplanted E.O. 12333 with a series of amendments to the National Security Act. Those amendments were occasionally proscriptive (like the prohibitions added in the 1980s), but often they mandated various acts by the DCI. The intelligence-related passages of the National Security Act—which had hardly been amended at all before 1980—grew from 22 pages of text in the 1990 edition of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence’s Compilation of Intelligence Laws to 48 pag
	-
	2000 version.
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	Foremost among these amendments was the Intelligence Organization Act of 1992. Inspired by the reforms of the Joint Chiefs of Staff accomplished in the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act, the legislation—for the first time in a statute—specified the roles (as opposed to the duties) of the Director of Central  The DCI was to serve as head of the Intelligence Community, as principal intelligence adviser to the president, and as head of the CIA. As principal intelligence adviser he was to provide the nation’s senior p
	24
	Intelligence.
	25
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Artifact
	The Intelligence Organization Act also codified the DCI’s budgetary powers as described in E.O. 12333, considerably strengthening their provisions. The Act decreed that the budgets of the various components of the Intelligence Community could not be incorporated into the annual National Foreign Intelligence Program until approved by the DCI, and required all agencies to obtain DCI approval before reprogramming any NFIP funds. In addition, the Act gave the Director something new: a carefully limited authorit
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Events at mid-decade lent new urgency to the unfinished task of modernizing the Intelligence Community. At CIA, the arrest of Aldrich Ames and the spy scandal that ensued led to bipartisan calls for reform of the Agency. The subsequent Republican takeover of Congress in the 1994 elections seemed to provide an opportunity for sweeping changes in the community as a whole. Finally, the re-ordering of national priorities after the end of the Cold War had meant substantial budget cuts for the US military, result
	-
	-
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	 Community.
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	The White House responded to the new situation by reordering intelligence priorities. The burgeoning military deployments demanded ever more tactical intelligence support, and President William Clinton issued a 1995 presidential order (PDD-35) instructing the Intelligence Community to provide it. Explaining his directive at CIA headquarters a few months later, he emphasized that the Community’s first priority was to support “the intelligence needs of our military during an operation.” Commanders in the fiel
	The White House responded to the new situation by reordering intelligence priorities. The burgeoning military deployments demanded ever more tactical intelligence support, and President William Clinton issued a 1995 presidential order (PDD-35) instructing the Intelligence Community to provide it. Explaining his directive at CIA headquarters a few months later, he emphasized that the Community’s first priority was to support “the intelligence needs of our military during an operation.” Commanders in the fiel
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	-
	-
	-
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	ing operation after another (often with more than one taking place at a time), the result of the commitment in PDD-35 was a diversion of shrinking national, strategic intelligence resources to growing, tactical missions. 
	-


	Congress took a little longer to respond. In 1995 Congressional and outside critics coalesced in no fewer than six separate panels to study the US intelligence effort and recommend Almost all of the reports published by these groups endorsed a greater degree of centralization and enhanced authority for the Director of Central The wide variance in the size and scope of the study groups— which ranged in stature from academic colloquia to the presidentially-appointed “Brown-Aspin” commission—seemed to highligh
	-
	-
	reforms.
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	Intelligence.
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	-
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	agencies.
	31
	-
	-
	hanced the DCI’s role as an adviser to the Pentagon’s tactical and inter-service intelligence programs, strengthened his limited ability to “reprogram” money and personnel between national intelligence programs and created a subcommittee of the NSC to establish annual priorities for the Intelligence Community. 
	-
	-

	18 september: The National Security Act of 1947 establishes the National Security Council and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to replace the National Intelligence Authority and the Central Intelligence Group. 
	Artifact
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	 services.
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	coNtradictory imPulses 
	coNtradictory imPulses 
	coNtradictory imPulses 
	The net effect of the changes made both by the White House and by Congress under both Republican and Democratic majorities was to urge the DCI to exercise more control over the Intelligence Community while limiting his freedom to allocate “national” intelligence resources among competing priorities. Members of Congress collectively seemed impatient with executive branch implementation of reforms to streamline and motivate the community during a long decade of shrinking real defense budgets. At the same time
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	The contradictory impulses affecting the Intelligence Community showed in the way the executive and legislative branches together crafted a 1996 law, the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) Act, which created the Department of Defense agency of that name out of components from CIA and Defense. While this marked a diminution of the DCI’s direct control over imagery analysis, the NIMA Act took pains to preserve DCI authority to prioritize assignments for “national imagery collection assets” and to reso
	-
	-
	 priorities.
	34
	-
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	In 1998 DCI George Tenet issued a reconstituted series of Director of Central Intelligence Directives (DCIDs), led by a new DCID-1/1, titled “The Authorities and Responsibilities of the Director of Central Intelligence as Head of the US Intelligence Community.” DCIDs had traditionally not been issued as policy statements; they had essentially been implementing documents for the policies established in the NSCIDs (and later in the executive orders). DCID 1/1 stayed well within this tradition, but provided an
	-

	The preface to DCID 1/1 stated that it was only intended to be “illustrative.” Indeed, readers were directed to the citations “for controlling language.” This spare format perhaps conveyed a message more powerful than its authors realized. The DCI’s new-found ability to cite so many passages of the United States Code to buttress his authority meant that his powers had grown substantially since its meager beginnings in January 1946. The fact that a DCI felt the need to cite all those passages for the edifica
	-

	The blurring of the divide between “national” and “tactical” intelligence seemed at decade’s end to provide unclear portents for the future of the DCI’s authority. By 2000, the earlier warnings were widely seen to have been accurate. A high-level 
	-


	Artifact
	20 June: The Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949 provides special legal and administrative authorities and responsibilities for the Agency and the DCI. 
	Figure
	Artifact
	study commission recently has complained that declining intelligence resources, combined with increased demands for “warning and crisis management,” have resulted in: 
	-

	…an Intelligence Community that is more demand-driven…. That demand is also more driven by military consumers and, therefore, what the Intelligence Community is doing is narrower and more short-term than it was two decades ago. 
	…an Intelligence Community that is more demand-driven…. That demand is also more driven by military consumers and, therefore, what the Intelligence Community is doing is narrower and more short-term than it was two decades ago. 
	-
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	-
	There appears to be no effective mechanism to alert policy-makers to the negative impact on strategic requirements that may result from strict adherence to the current Presidential Decision Directive (PDD-35) assigning top priority to military force protection. That Directive has not been reviewed recently to de-
	There appears to be no effective mechanism to alert policy-makers to the negative impact on strategic requirements that may result from strict adherence to the current Presidential Decision Directive (PDD-35) assigning top priority to military force protection. That Directive has not been reviewed recently to de-
	-

	CIA South Building in what was called the E Street Complex, circa 1960. Located in the city’s Foggy Bottom neighborhood at 2430 E St. NW, it was the original CIA Headquarters, a site it took over from its wartime predecessor, the Office of Strategic Services. 
	-

	termine whether it has been properly applied and should remain in 
	effect.
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	tHe elusive visioN of ceNtral iNtelligeNce 
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	Today, intelligence remains the only area of highly complex government activity where overall management across departmental and agency lines is seri
	Today, intelligence remains the only area of highly complex government activity where overall management across departmental and agency lines is seri
	-
	-
	ously attempted.
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	Ten years past the end of the Cold War and five since the spate of reform proposals in 1996, this observation by the Brown-Aspin commission seems to remain valid. The Director of Central Intelligence is nominally stronger now; new laws and amendments have augmented his power to lead the Intelligence Community. Nevertheless, the community remains a confederated system, in which the DCI has leadership responsibilities greater than his responsibilities. The system seems roughly balanced between the need for ce
	-
	-

	Artifact
	1 december: The Directorate of Administration is established. 
	1 december: The Directorate of Administration is established. 
	Artifact
	direction and the imperative to preserve departmental intelligence autonomy. If that balance perhaps appears to be less than optimal, there nevertheless is no obvious imperative to correct it in any fundamental way. Indeed, the 2001 report of the blue-ribbon “Commission on National Security/21st Century” (the Hart-Rudman commission) recommended “no major structural changes” in the management of the Intelligence Community and noted that “current efforts to strengthen community management while maintaining th
	direction and the imperative to preserve departmental intelligence autonomy. If that balance perhaps appears to be less than optimal, there nevertheless is no obvious imperative to correct it in any fundamental way. Indeed, the 2001 report of the blue-ribbon “Commission on National Security/21st Century” (the Hart-Rudman commission) recommended “no major structural changes” in the management of the Intelligence Community and noted that “current efforts to strengthen community management while maintaining th
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	“Reform [of the intelligence community] faces the same obstacles that Harry Truman and his aides encountered in 1945. Everyone has a notion of how reform should be implemented, but everyone also has a specific list of changes they will not tolerate. The mix…produces a veto to almost every proposal…” 
	“Reform [of the intelligence community] faces the same obstacles that Harry Truman and his aides encountered in 1945. Everyone has a notion of how reform should be implemented, but everyone also has a specific list of changes they will not tolerate. The mix…produces a veto to almost every proposal…” 
	-
	-
	-
	This ambiguity is likely to endure for the same reasons it arose in the first place: no one can agree on what should replace it. Reform faces the same obstacles that Harry Truman and his aides encountered in 1945. Everyone has a notion of how reform should be implemented, but everyone also has a specific list of changes they will not tolerate. The mix of preferences and objections produces a veto to almost every proposal, until the one that survives is the one policymakers and legislators dislike the least.
	-
	-
	-
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	America’s national security framework forces such ambiguities on policymakers and commanders for good reasons as well as bad. The great economic and military strength of America and the comparative material wealth of its Intelligence Community has provided a certain latitude for experimentation—and even duplication of effort—in the service of higher, political goals. In such a context, a decentralized Intelligence Community may be the only kind of system that can maintain public and military support for an 
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	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Artifact
	Figure
	1941 
	11 July — William Donovan is named Coordinator of Information (COI), making him responsible for coordination of intelligence from the Army, Navy, FBI, Department of State, and other intelligence-gathering entities; jurisdictional battles quickly followed. 
	october — Donovan establishes the COI’s New York headquarters in Room 3603 of Rockefeller Center (a former British MI6 office), and asks Allen Dulles to head it. 
	1942 
	13 June — President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs a military order establishing the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and naming William 
	J. Donovan as its Director. Donovan remained a civilian until 24 March 1943, when he was appointed brigadier general. He advanced to the rank of major general on 10 November 1944. 
	1944 
	18 November — William Donovan submits “Memorandum for the President” to President Truman, suggesting continuation of a comprehensive postwar intelligence entity “…which will procure intelligence both by overt and covert methods and will at the same time provide intelligence guidance, determine national intelligence objectives, and correlate the intelligence material collected by all government agencies.”
	-
	1 

	1945 
	3 July — US Army Signal Security Agency establishes Cryptographic Security Board. 
	15 september — US Army Signal Security Agency renamed Army Security Agency (ASA). 
	1 october — President Harry S. Truman’s Executive Order 9621 abolishes the OSS and transfers its functions to the State and War Departments. 
	1946 1949 
	22 January — President Truman signs an executive order establishing the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) to operate under the direction of the National Intelligence Authority (NIA). Truman names the first Director of Central Intelligence, Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, USNR, who is sworn in on the following day. 
	22 January — President Truman signs an executive order establishing the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) to operate under the direction of the National Intelligence Authority (NIA). Truman names the first Director of Central Intelligence, Rear Admiral Sidney W. Souers, USNR, who is sworn in on the following day. 
	1 august — The Atomic Energy Act (McMahon Act) is signed into law, making the FBI responsible for investigating the backgrounds of persons able to access restricted nuclear data. 
	1947 
	26 July — President Truman signs the National Security Act of 1947 aboard the VC-54C presidential aircraft Sacred Cow, the first aircraft used for the role of Air Force One. 
	18 september — The National Security Act of 1947 is implemented upon the confirmation of James Forrestal as first Secretary of Defense. It merges the Department of War and Department of Navy into the National Military Establishment (NME) and establishes a Department of the Air Force separate from existing Army Air Forces. It also creates the National Security Council (NSC) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) – the first peacetime intelligence agency – to replace the National Intelligence Authority (NI
	1948 
	20 october — The Air Force Security Group is renamed Air Force Security Service. 
	The Central Intelligence Agency Act (also called “Public Law 110”) is passed permitting confidential fiscal and administrative procedures. 
	20 may — The Armed Forces Security Agency (AFSA) is established. 
	10 august — The National Security Act Amendments of 1949 subordinate the three service secretaries to the new Secretary of Defense. 
	20 august — Further National Security Act Amendments of 1949 rename the National Military Establishment (NME) the Department of Defense, and amend the duties of the National Security Council (NSC) and further, place the NSC in the Executive Office of the President. 
	1950 
	19 July — By directive of President Harry S. Truman, the National Security Council staff is reorganized to have a more representative mix of agencies, Congress, and groups. 
	1952 
	2 January — Creation of the Directorate of Intelligence (DI) at CIA. 
	1 august — Creation of the Directorate of Plans (DP) at CIA. 
	4 November — The National Security Agency (NSA) is established 
	Figure

	The Creation of the Intelligence Community: Founding Documents 
	1953 1961 
	2 september - The Operations Coordinating Board (OCB) is established by EO 10483 as an independent agency. It reports to the NSC on the development, by appropriate Executive branch agencies, of operational plans for national security policies. 
	1955 
	4 august — President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs a bill authorizing $46 million for construction of a CIA Headquarters Building. 
	1957 
	1 July — The Operations Coordinating Board (OCB) is incorporated into the National Security Council (NSC) by EO 10700. 
	1959 
	3 November — Laying of the cornerstone of the CIA Headquarters Building, Langley, Virginia. 
	1960 
	25 august — The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is established based on a recommendation by President Dwight D. Eisenhower during a special National Security Council meeting. NRO is to coordinate the USAF and CIA’s reconnaissance activities. 
	1 January - President Dwight D. Eisenhower authorizes creation of the National Photographic Interpretation Center (NPIC) – a part of CIA’s Directorate of Science and Technology (DS&T) - combining Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Army, Navy, and Air Force assets to solve imagery analysis problems. 
	1 february — The Operations Coordinating Board (OCB) is abolished by EO 10920. 
	1 october — The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is born. It was designated in 1986 as a Defense Department combat support agency, but is made separate by Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara, under President John F. Kennedy, through Directive 5105.21. 
	Sect
	Figure

	1963 
	5 august — The Directorate of Science and Technology at CIA is created. 
	1964 
	1 december — President Lyndon B. Johnson receives the first President’s Daily Brief (PDB), supplied by CIA. 
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